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WINGS OF LOVE Templeton
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Rolling Stones

BLACK AND BLUE, Rolling Stones
K -Tel
JUKE BOX JIVE, Various
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ATOUCH OF COUNTRY, Original Artists
Buddah
THE BEST OF GLADYS KNIGHT AND THE PIPS
Island
ROCK FOLLIES, Rtck Follies
ABC
ROYAL SCAM, Steely Dan
Warner Bros
WHO LOVES YOU, Four Seasons
Swan Song
PRESENCE. Led Zeppelin
Temaa Motown
DIANAROSS, Dinana Ross
Mercury
HOW DAREYOU,lOcc
Galaxy
SOME OF ME POEMS AND SONGS, Pam Ayres
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LOVE LIFE AND FEELINGS, Shirley Bassey
CBS
SIMON AND GARFULKEL'S GREATEST HITS, Simon and Garfunkel
DJM
HERE b THERE, LIVE IN LONDON AND NEW YORK, Elton John
Asylum
THEIR GREATEST HITS 1971-75, The Eagles
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NO EARTHLY CONNECTION, Rick Wakeman
ABC
PAT BOONE ORIGINALS, Pat Boone
ABM
BREAKAWAY, Géllagher and Lyle
EMI
I'M NEARLY FAMOUS, Clio Richard
TOO OLD TO ROCK 'N' ROLL: TOO YOUNG TO DIE. Jethro Tull
Chrysalis
REACH FOR THE SKY, Sutherland Brother& end Quiver
CBS
A TRICK OF THE TAIL, Genesis
Charisma
TUBULAR BELLS, Mike Oldfield
Virgin
CBS
DESIRE. Bob Dylan
Island
RASTAMAN VIBRATION, Bob Marley and the Wailers
ADM
FRAMPTON COMES ALIVE, Peter Frampton
Tamaa Motown
I WANT YOU, Marvin Gaye
LOVE AND KISSES FROM BROTHERHOOD OF MAN,
Pye
THE VERY BEST OF ROGER WHITTAKER, Roger Whittaker
EMI
STILL CRAZY AFTER ALLTHESEYEARS, Paul Simon
CBS
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Atlantic
DESTROY ER. Kiss
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CBS
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ADM
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TROCADERO, Showaddyweddy
Philips
DOUBLY DEVINE, Sydney Devine
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ROLLED GOLD, Rolling Stones
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BRASS CONSTRUCTION, Brass Construction.
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MORE THAN I CAN SAY.
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YOU'LL NEVER KNOW,
BUT I DO CLARENCE.

3
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1

16
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HEY GIRL.
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14
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1

13
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LIVE IN LONDON,.John Denver
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Private Stock
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33
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Dawn
The Rolling Stones

BROWN SUGAR,
INDIANA WANTS ME,
MY BROTHER JACK.
MALT AND BARLEY BLUES.
HEAVEN MUST HAVE SENT YOU,
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12
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again

3

4

Mercury
Charly

RCA

13

3

11

Horner

12

9

11

CHAN
Capricorn

TRYIN TO OFT THE FEELING' AGAIN awry*mar
FOOL TO CRY Roiling Stoner
RHNNNON(WSI You Ever Wil Faatoned Mec
BOOGIE FEVER. Sahara

1

2

EMI

Lllarry

10

1

10.

*Morn

U

34

Rolling Stones
Warner Bros

50

31

2e
29

7

8
9
10

EMI

9

Eh/ell/1e~
GET UP AND BOOGIE Dew ameneen
man OWED>MrNenra
HAPPY DAYS (from the hramoun ITV Senlela Pratt and McCain

9 r&*

4
5
0

CBS

Polydor

10

21

3
,

Bell

WELOOME BACK, Jahn Seta.aln
SHANNON Henry Crow
SARA SMILE Dena Han ennJohn Oaten

II

2

Deuce
Buddeh

Werner Bros
Vertigo

LOVE HANGOVER Dana Rena
9LLY LOVE SONGS, WMl
FOOLED AROUND AND FELL INIOVE

3

NINE TIMES, Moments
ALL PLATINUM
LIVIN FOR THE WEEKEND, O'Jays
PHILADELPHIA
BARKING UP THE WRONG TREE, Don Woody
MCA
TURN THE BEAT AROUND. Vicki Sue Robinson
RCA
LEADER OF THE PACK, Shangrl Las
CHARLY
YOU TO ME ARE EVERYTHING, The Real Thing
PYE
THE CONTINENTAL. Mau Teen McGovern
20 CENTURY
I RECALL A GYPSY WOMAN, Don Williams
ABC
I DONT W'ANNA PLAY HOUSE. Tammy Wynette
EPIC
TIME, Edwln Starr
TAMLAMOTOW'N

1

State

PARTY TIME. Fatback Bend

us

B ' ' hJTop 50 AIbwNA

StiaBituikma

Eoic
Private Stock
EMI

TROCADERO,Showeddyweddy

-

50

50 SingIQA

TVC 15. David Bowie
CONVOY GB, Laurie Lingo and The Dipsticks
THE WANDERER, Dion
THE WINKLE MAN. Judge Dread
YOU'RE MY EVERYTHING, Lee Garrett
DAWN, Flintlock
HURT, Elvis Presley
YOU JUST MIGHT SEE ME CRY, Our Kid
COULD IT BE MAGIC, Donna Summer
THE TWO OF US, Mac And Katie Kissoon
YOUNG HEARTS RUN FREE. Cantil Staton
THE BOYS ARE BACK IN TOWN. Thin Limy

-

41

h:Top

FERNANDO. Abbe
NO CHARGE, J. J. Barrie
COMBINE HARVESTER, W uroels
MY RESISTANCE IS LOW, Robin Sanitary!
MORE, MORE, MORE. Andrea True Connection
ARMS OF MARY, Sutherland Bros /Quiver
SILLY LOVE SONGS, Wings
FOOL TO CRY. Rolling Stones
LET YOUR LOVE FLOW, Bellamy Bros
LOVE HANGOVER, Diane Ross
DEVIL WOMAN, Cliff Richard
I'M YOUR PUPPET, James b Bobby. Purify
JUNGLE ROCK, Hank Mizell
CAN'T HELP FALLING iN LOVE, Stylistics
S -S -S -SINGLE BED, Fox
SAVE YOUR KISSES FOR ME, Brotherhood of Man
REGGAE LIKE IT USED TO BE, Paul Nicholas
MIDNIGHT TRAIN TO GEORGIA, Gladys Knightb The Pipe
GET UP AND BOOGIE, Sliver Convention
THIS IS IT, Melba Moore
SILVER STAR, Four Seasons
SHOW ME THE WAY. Peter Frampton
SHAKE IT DOWN, Mud
REQUIEM, Silk
HEART ON MY SLEEVE, Gallagher b Lyle
I'LL GO WHERE YOUR MUSIC TAKES ME, Jimmy James
FALLEN ANGEL. Frenkle Valli
JOLENE, Dolly Parton
THE FLASHER. Misturi With Lloyd Michels
SOUL CITY WALK, Archie Bell And The Drell.
LOVE ME LIKE A LOVER, Tine Charles
LIFE IS TO SHORT GIRL, Sheer Elegance
DISCO LADY. Johnny Taylor
FOOLED AROUND AND FELL IN LOVE, Elvin Qlshop
LETS MAKE A BABY, Billy Paul
DISCO CONNECTION, Isaac Hayes Movemem

6

8

''

BBC

and

14

Supplied by British Market Research
Bureau /Music Week
US chart supplied by Billboard
UK Soul Singles by Blues & Soul
UK Disco Chart compiled from nationwlde DJ returns

15
16
17
18
19

20

Atlantic
LIPSTICK. Michael Polnareff
Silver Blue Records
LOVE CHANT, Ell's Second Coming
T -Neck
PEOPLE OF TODAY, Isley Bros
Columbia
DEPEND ON YOURSELF/CAN'T STOP GROOVIN', BT Express
Greg
MAKING LOVE. Sammy Gordon
Phllly Groove
GOTTA GET AWAY, Tint Choice
PIR
YOU'LL NEVER FIND ANOTHER LOVE LIKE MINE. Lou Revels
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NEWS EDITOR : ROSALIND RUSSELL

Gary gets back

?

GARY GUTTER'S re.
turn to the music business
may be Imminent Since
be left the stage at the
!melon New Victoria on

besieged with
petitions and letters
been

girlfriend, a hairdresser
called Mary.
The Glitter Band In the
meantime. have changed
their name to the G Band,
so all connections with
Gary have been effectively severed and he would
be free to find another

backing band which
would serve as just that
Ray Brown. Chairman
of the Ram company, to
which Gary was signed,
has expressed his wish

k

IhatCary should return.
lie told Record Mirror

this week: "It's never
been my wish that Gary
has been out of the

business.

I've never

made any secret about
my views and Mall didn't
agree with his decision. I
haven't talked to him
about it fora week or so
he's In France enjoying
himself, so it's quite
difficult. I remind him of
the fan mall and the

-

petitions protesting about
his retirement

JOHN MILES' drumunwr Barry Black
was flown back from the tour in
Barcelona on Thursday. He damaged a
Window) and Ls unable la play. Ills place
was taken for the remainder of the
engagements by Jethro Tulrs drummer
Barry Barlow. Black should be fit by
the lime the UK tour begins on Sunday
in Glasgow.
The night following Black's accident,
the bass player Bob Marshall fell down

He was travelling In a
car in Glasgoo with

manager Max Landon,
when the windscreen
shattered. Midge put up

right arm and

his

sustained torn tendons.
At this stage It Is not yet
known If his arm Is
fractured. Midge said
that his injuries would
have been more severe
had he not been wearing a
seat belt
The accident means the
postpon ment of the

British tour, which the
promoter Is trying to re schedule for later in the
year.

flight of steps in Madrid and tore the
ligaments in his leg, which is now in
plaster.
Meanwhile, Mlles has recruited thefit
and healthy Dave Weltbeloved who has
joined the band as rhythm guitarist.
The band is recording a TV special
for Mike Mansfield on Friday. The
show, titled 'Music' will be shown later
In the year.
a

Harding's 'one
man show'

a

/1

s

has
signed to Phonogram and
has a new double album

y

13

released in June, titled
'One Man Show', A song

`'

1,

I

a

V

'1511

FIFTEEN

GREAT
BIG BOYS

i

LES McKEOWN

THE BEACH Boys have a
new album out on June
25. It Is titled 'Fifteen Big
Ones', containing, naturally enough, 15 tracks. It
was produced by Brian
Wilson and features new
material and old rock
standards.
Among the tracks are
included 'Chapel Of Love'
and 'Blueberry H111'. A
single will be released on
June4
the Chuck Berry
song 'Rock And Roll
Music'.

.ALEX HARVEY'S keyboards player laugh
McKenna has been
ordered lo rest for two

weeks by his doctor The
band have been on the

road for
without a

-

f

412

Dave's dates

the

t

t

t

Ip

.

..,,

'

.

s

MILErbattered boys

:OME ON ,I
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-

''
,I

VAN MORRISON
Town Hall (23),
Exeter University (24),
Bath University (25),
Folkestone Leas Cliff -Hall
(28), Birmingham Barba relies (29).
Malvern Winter Gar
dens (July 3), London
Victoria Palace (4),
Maidenhead Skindies
(10), Bournemouth VilHove

lage Bowl (11), Southampton Top Rank (12),
Swansea Top Rank (14),
Cardiff Top Rank (le),
Aylesbury Vale Hall (17)
and Croydon Greyhound
(18).
Three more dates may
be added -

ALAN PRICE has finalised his toupdates for the
summer. e has a new
album out at the end of the
summer, Ulled 'Shouts
Across The Street '
The tour opens at
Cambridge Jesus College
on June 15. It continues
at Basildon New Town
Theatre (17), Chatham
Central Hall (18), Brighton Dome (19), Newcastle

City Hall (23), Reading
University (24), Oxford
Magdalen College (25),
Weymouth Pavilion (30),
Yeovil Johnson Hail (July
8), Barnstaple Queens
Hull (9), Truro Plaza (10)

Torquay Pavilion

(ii)

and Plymouth Fiesta
(12).

Dirty sounds
DIRTY TRICKS have
been added to the bill of
the Southend Sounds '78
Charity Concert on May
31..

the

Alvin Lee is topping

bill.

YOU ° MAN NOT FADE AWAY. Little By Little

IT'S ALL OVER

"

THE LAST

IN_LES

I.

'al

19th NERVO
HAVE YOU SEEN

1

string of dates

-

months

Jesus Price

\

-

IS

break and
McKenna Is suffering
from exhaustion. Tommy
Eyre. who joined Nazareth on their last UK tour,
will stand in for Hugh.

MIDGE URE: shattered

Ayer

Icon's Retreat From
Wigan.'

THE DAVID Bromberg
Band has added extra
dates at the end of their
European tour to take In

Harvey's
hampered

Ir

In a statement Issued this week he said: "I am
moving back to Britain for
a while primarily because
on a
I want to get back to the
KEVIN AYERS opens his
roots, back to where I
British tour on June 11.
started off. And that Is To coincide with the
also what Is happening dates, a new album will
with my music as well
be released titled 'Yes We
I'm getting back to basics Have No Mananas'
So
basic rock 'n' roll stuff.
Get Your Mananas
I like Britain as a place to
Today'. A single titled
live and it will be 'Caribbean Moon' is out
Interesting to Check It our this week,.
again
The tour opens at
"I've been writing a lot NewcasUe Polytechnic on
of new material lately and
June 11 and continues at
I'm hoping to have a new Nottingham University
album ready for Septem- 112), Hemel Hempstead
ber release.
Pavilion (13), Redcar
Morrison was recently Coatham Bowl (17),
seen at one of the Rolling
Norwich University (18),
Stones' London concerts.
Sheffield University (19),

.0'isc!"'1

be
published. called 'Napo'

Granada TV may film
one of the dates.

men's producer, Jim

Wenner.

VAN MORRISON has announced plans to
come back to Britain to live for an
"indefinite period. " He left Britain in 1967
and has been living in America gaining
immense status as a recording artist.

will also

Sou thend Football ground
on May 31 and three dates
at London Dingwalts on
June 1.2-3.

Ls expected they will be
produced by Eric Car -

VAN'S BACK
IN BRITAIN

r

'4%:ó.ts

Fi ``3`.,
''sr``

MIKE HARDING

the concert at

taken place this month
The band flies to America
next-month to record their
next single and album It

OUT

'Music' mellodrama

book

trial In Edinburgh postponed. It was due to have

THE SLIK tour has been postponed,
following a car accident in which lead
guitarist Midge Ure injured his arm. Midge
has his right arm in plaster and has been
advised not to play guitar.

Marvel 11, his office has

pleading for him to make
a comeback.
Hie said that part of his
reason for retiring was to
take the pressure off as he
Intended to marry his

CRASH

BAY CITY Roller Les
McKeown has had his

As

-

i

i
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NEWS EDITOR : ROSALIND RUSSELL

OUTCARDIFF
PUT BACK
STEPHEN STILLS has pulled out of the West Coast rock festival to
be held at Cardiff's Ninilin Park. The promoters have entered into
hurried negotiations with other headlining acts to take over the top
spot, but the event Will have to postponed for two weeks.

i

A

statement on behalf of

the promoters, Turtle
Entertainments says
"Turtle Entertainments

Elegant

regret that due to Stephen

Stills cancelling his

ABBA: dates next year

European tour,

ABBA COUPLE
OF DATES

AREA MAY play a couple...I concert, In Britain early
next year, hut the bend do not plan a fuu tour for the
time being. The shows will probably le held in
la ma ry.

MOTT'S LOT

MOTT HAVE six concerts set for June. The band leave
for the States during the third week In June (o begin a
tour. Their album, 'Shouting And Pointing' Is outJune
The dates are: Bath Pavilion (June 81, Manchester
University (91, Middlesborough Town Hall (]0),
Cromer Pavilion (Ill. Aylesbury Friars Club (121 and
London Victoria Palace (13).

Barbara's
May date
BARBARA

with her band at
Nolling ham Playhouse
and the show will be

recorded by Radio Trent
for broadcast at a later
da te

have already been sold
and they are still valid for

THE CRYSTAL Palace
Garden Party planned for
June has been pulled aut
because there weren't
any big name acts
in tillable. Promoter Mae
vey Goldsmith is now
working on a line up for

'Strange Magic'. It's

from their album 'Face

Cadillac'. Their third
album. Man To Man' is
out in July The groupare
currently setting up a
British tour for September.

concerts fixed for June,
including a show al the
London Pa 'Indium on
June 13 in aid of the

Migraine Trust which will
be attended by Princess

Margaret.
Other dates for the
hand are Stoke Baileys

STEPHEN STILLS
the new date, However,
anyone who would prefer

:Sheer Elegance' will be
released In

Gulldhouse

Street. London SW 1

,

I
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College 112). Newbury
RAF Club (16), Leicester College (181, Exeter
University (22). Torquay Gataby's (25) and

Exmouth Samantha's
(261
Gallagher and Lyle had
two gu ita rs and a mike
stolen last week In
Glasgow

Phil Menzarnera has
been

Stoma

added

to the

Yamasht's

show.
The Beatles double Rock

'n' Roll album has been
put back a week toJune
11 for release.
Nell Diamond will have a
new album out next
month, titled 'Beautiful
Noise.

Dcmis Rousses is the
subject of a 60 minute
special Rim on BBC 2
titled 'The Roussel(

Phenonemon' on Juror
10 at 9.30.
Dana have
already signed up for
Christmas pantos. Lulu
will play Aladdin at
Oxford New Theatre
and Data is Cinderella

Lulu and

at the Manchester
Opera House.

CrystalGayle, the yaing
er sister of country

singer Loretta Lynn has
a new single out on J unr
s
titled I'll Get Over
You.'
Susan George has signed
a recording deal with
Chelsea Records, She
will haven single colon
June 4. also titled 'I'll
Gel Over You.'

r

:.

..

.

.

Stones had on their American tour last

year?

Here are some clues;
will travel in a

the crew

caravan of li vehicles
Including seven '10 loot
semi - trailers, two
customised Silver Eagle
crew buses with full
stereo, kitchen facilities

and colour TV,

a

turkey vultures, tour
rattlesnakes, a longhorn
steer and a 1501b Umber
wolf, and a prop truck. Ir.
case of accident there Is a
10 million dollar insur

ance premium
The answer Is "72
Top's Worldwide Texas

Tour. Bringing Texas To
The People" and it
Includes the most elabo
rate stage production
ever pit on by a rock
group The giant stage
will be shaped like the
state of Texas and tilted
at a fair degree angle to
display the outline of
Texas painted on the
surface
Behind the stage will be
a three - dimensional
panorama of the Texas
prairies stretching to the
Sierra Madres moun-

Finally,
it's Miles
Mania
MILES MANIA

19

finally

happening this side of the

Atlantic. With reviewers
speaking of his "outstanding ability and

effort" and how "his
album touches upon
greatness"

it looks as
though he will nos- join
Queen as being considered Britain's best musi-

cal export this year.
There's hardly a radio

station In New York that
Isn't playing his album

t
ZZ TOP: bringing Texas to the people
THE Homemade Theis te,
performing In New
Who brought out the
Jersey. The Spinners
Christmas record to eild
hope to find other lop
all Christmas records, name acts willing to help
'Santa Jaws', now have
with the benefit. ached
people aaking about their
oled for early October.
soon lobe released 'Disco
Tech'. The Flip std! le
called 'Not Disco Tech'
HANK MIZELL'S first
and It's rumoured that it
American concert will be
could just be a flat piece
in his home town.
of vinyl with no grooves!
Murfreesboro. Ted
STEPHEN MOIRLEY.
nessee, His single 'Jungle
Rock' will probably be re
Issued In the US after its
success in Britain, but no
final decision has been

-

Hollywood

Melvin seeks
injunction
on Bluenotes

HAROLD MELVYN Is
suing his former Blue notes for over 600,000
dollars' Melvin contends
the four members of the
group who departed had

contracts running

.-Trg

THE BAY CITY ROLL

first American

EKS'

concert will be on June 26.
when they perform at the
Steel P ter in A tla ntic City.
New Jersey. Although the
group has vatted the US a
couple d liana. they have
only made TV appearances.

***

against their use of the' CHICAGO CAVE
name 'B lac notes', which
benefit concert for Cali
former member Teddy
fertile Governor Jerry
Pendergrass Is using as
Brown at the Anabe1B
his group's name.
Convention Centre oe
May

enjoy effects varying

from nightfall, to a Texas
sunrise complete with
lightning and thunder In
the Sierra Madres

made.

through May 2. 1978. He Is
also seeking an injunction

tains. The audience will
Tel : 01-607 6411

Whitby Pavilion (June

ZZ Top's Texas

Flash flicks

Distributed by:

...Y:=a ..
s

date Include
i), Exmouth Rolle

Toby

i's-

can tour

,
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New York

extravaganza

FLASH CADILLAC and
the Continental lids are
to appear in a new 111m,
'Apocolypse Now'. The
band previously appeared In 'American
Graffiti.' They hove a
single just out UUed 'Did
You Boogie With Your
Baby In The Back Row Of
The Movie Show.'

quitting the band In the
middle of their Ameri-

i

WHAT TAKES 40,men working from 9 am
until 3 pm to erect, weighs 75 tons anti
consists of twice as much equipment as,the

possible concerts at the

September instead.

follows Phil Harris

Their first album,

° 1),Í

of °o

aln ahead of the rest of
the band to audition for
a new guitarist
This

(24

-26).

6

Ace members Paul
Carrack and Alan King
have returned to Brlt-

Marks Tey (21) and

Bowl In July and

RECURO MIRROR
I

Pye 1191, Colchester
Blackburn Cavendish

ments,

contact Turtle Entertain-

customised bus a Ith
specially ventilated trailers for a 2,000lb black
buffalo, two trained

ASSISTANTEDITOR

12), Southend
June 7
Talk Of The South (15),
Andover Country Bumpkin Club (181, Cambridge

to have a refund should

Palace

postponed

Back Seat Of My

BARBARA DICKSON

make the West Coast rock

show a memorable
event "
Thousands of tickets

FLO HAVE their new
single out on May 28 tilled

HOT CHOCOLATE have
a new single cut on June
titled 'Heaven In The

yp

iwoweeksundl tune 19. "
The promoters said "It
is a great dLsappoinlmenl
to us that the public
should suffer the whim of
one artist and we'll do
everything possible to

Magic

Hot rod
Chocolate
14..

promoters are al.
ready negotiating for
other major British and
American ratan. They
have decided, in view of
the proximity of the event
In postpone the concert for
The

party

The Music' They have an
extra date added to their
British tour at Bristol
Colton Hall on June 15.
The band are recording
this week in Munich.

SHEER ELEGANCE
have a number of

at Ninlan l'ark, Cardiff.

-Electric

DICKSON

has one show booked for
May 30. She will appear

tour

he will not

headlining the West
Coast rock show on.; une 5
be

Alex Harvey's
concert which was cancelled for last Thursday
night has been rºsct)e
doled al Southampton
for June14
Supert5arge have extra
dates added to their
lour. They are Burton
-on- Trent7e club (May
28) and Retford Porterhouse (June 2).
Rod Stewart, Dion and
Hollegs are among
artists who will have
compilation albums re.
leased next month on a
new series called Sonic.
They will sell for £1 99
(albums) and £2.11
(tapes).
Streetwalkers have two
extra dates. They are:
Folkestone Leas Cliff
Há11 (May 29) and
S(órd Top Of The
Wtaf
orldl(J one 21).
Jimmy Ruffin appears at
Batley Variety Club on
June 7 for six nights.
Tickets are priced U. 75
and (2.25 except on
Saturday June 12 when
they are (2.00 and
11.50. Later in the
month Del Shannon
appears for four nights
starting on June 23.
Tickets are between
£1.00 and £2.00. The
shows all start at 8.30
pm.

Et

JOHN MILES: mania

THE DETROIT SPINNERS are planning a
benefit concert for Jackie
Wilson, stricken last year
with a coronary while

24

The group

planning at least

Y
one

more benefit concert tar
Brown, who beat limier
Carter In the Maryland

primary.

FRED

BRONSON-
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We're Bustér:
We'd like you to listen to our
first single. `SUNDAY'- a lot of people
are talking about it and the
reviews' are great - but we would
like to know what you think,
write and tell us at:- Buster Fan Club,
P.O. Box 6, Liverpool OL6 2AR.

'SUNDAY'
RCA 2678

RCA

Reca05anOTapeS

RECORD MIRROR b DISC, MA
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IF ONE thinks of interviews as pearls
being cast before swine, which is the
them,
way many rock stars must view
the
then Bryan Ferfy is mean. with

Meeting the Who's drummer came as a
slight disappointment for David Hancock.
Y'see, Keith sips his Tequila Sunrise
rather than Karate chops it. In short,
he's just a regular fella ..

Aa a
pearls and fussy about the swine.
which have
result of many articlesa whole
of
lot
made Bryan out to be
list of
things he doesn't think he is, the
whittled
approved swine has beenhence
this
down to one Interview:
exclusive interview.
As far as the

,

pearls are
concerned,

Ferry doesn't

The Man In The MOo

LOCK UP your

windows, Keith

Wherever he toes, he's

news.

arrives at Heathrow
Moon is in town and Airport
and every paper
he's found a hotel carries a story of how he's
He

where the manager going to buy a hotel so he
is on a week's can strategically destroy
it.
holiday.
"When Jlml Hendrix
Moony's already died
they needed another
had his holiday
on 'wild man of pop and
the obscure Pacific t fitted the bill," he says.
So meeting him for
island of Bora Bora. drinks
come as a
"I said to this travel slight could
disappointment
agent in Los Angel- He sips rather than
chops his Tequila
es: 'Book me into karate
Sunrise: he uses a
the most absurd

-

jar

-

away place from
civilisation as pos.
sible,' and he did."
Luckily Keith took
a liking to the island
that has no tele-

distinctly educated voice
rather than the ravings of
a

loon.

Mafia
In short Keith Moon is
regular fella - well for
the next
minutes he
a

30

phone, no radio and was at least!
no television. Intact
He hints there's little
he even left the truth In the story he's
coconut grove stand- going to buy a series of
bungalows so he can
ing.
destroy them, but he
You see Moony Is one of
the few real stars in the

rock game. Someone

who's reputation is so
great that the fact he's a
drummer and company
director with the Who is
almost incidental.

Lurid
But the fact that he
enjoys smashing things,

and hotel rooms in
parUcular, has Invested
him with the type of aura
usuklly reserved for
Hollywood hell - raisers
from the Fifties.

He's -a dream for the
editor of every lurid

sensational moralising

newspaper throughout

the world. Keith Moon is

doesn't actually deny It
either: "It was an idea,"

he says.

Home for Kelth Is the 83
mile stretch of Californian freeway known as

-

the centre
Los Angeles
of Rock 'n' Roll.
"Los Angeles is a
nucleus for good' must.
the professional
clans
mafla. It's a terrific place
to work and all my friends

-

are there, Ringo lives
there and there's always
rock concerts Los Angeles is a lot more decadent
than London," he laughs
with relish. "I like things
that are squalid and
debauched, It's more fun
like that."
But It's exactly that

love that's got him

instant outrage.
least a
When I lie w in to Tahlll banned from at
couple of London's top
I was there for about one
and others In the
day but I found myself on hotels
But things could
the front page of the States.
changing
Tahiti Tornado It's only be"What
hotels do now is
about three pages thick
book either me or Led
and inside was a whole Zeppelin into a room that
the
discography on
they're thinking of having
Who "

-

-

...

re - decorated and when
we move out they re decorate It and charge
us,

"I'm thinking

of having
I'm In
I've yet to

some parties while

London but

David Bowie and Klaus
Voorman
as you can
very
highest echelon of today's
cult figures.
He talks of them

-

see Keith is In the

nonchalantly: "Bowie

make the arrange-

is very knowledgeable

In

Moony Is In London
because the Who are
about to start touring

but he doesn't smash
anything at parties. Mind
you he's only as together
as anybody can be when
they party with me.

Britain.

The four members of
the Who each have a

separate corporation and

Keith's

is

set

up

In

Aggression

Delaware, but he was in
Tahiti when the telex
came through requesting
"Yes I suppose I am an
him to be In London for excuse for aggression in
rehearsals,
the music business, but
"It's working for a somebody has to be. It
corporation but we are doesn't bother me, they
still a Rock 'n' Roll outfit can call me what they
and If It wasn't something like. I'd rather they do it
I enjoyed doing then, of
In print than behind my
course, I wouldn't bother. back."
Moony has a drUy
He's the kind of person
realistic sense of humour that quite openly admits
that never goes over the to wanting a Number One
lop Into cynicism. When hit record and at the same
questioned that he plays time says it would not
up his destruction antics Interfere with his duties
to enhance his star Image as drummer to the Who.
he replies: "What have
"When I've got some
you got against good time off, rather than sit
copy?"
kicking my heels In LA
In Los, Angeles Keith It's nice to get Into the
Moon keeps three houses, studio.
two of which are In good
"I'd like to do a couple
nick and a third which Is of selected venues In the
solely for parties.
States with my own band
"You see whenever and I've already spoken
people come to visit me to the booking agency but
they think that If they so far I haven't really had
don't smash something time to get the band
I'm not going to Invite together."
them back.
He doesn't see why he
can't use the same
musicians he does on the
album that would mean
"There are a couple of a band outstarring the
Rolling ThunderRevue,
people who can keep pace
He doubts whether he
with me," he admits.
"There's Oliver Reed and has really become a
celebrity figure and
Bonzo (John Bonham
argues that if he wasn't a
Led Zeppelin), Ron Wood,
part of the Who then he
"
Keith Richard
wouldn't get any publicBut when Moony's not
partying he's In the studio ity.
"The hotel bashing is
and recently it's been a
really just a bit of fun and
case of 'I've got yet
another album to do.' It hasn't got anything to
This newde includes Steve do with what I'm really
Cropper, Ron Wood. about. It doesn't detract

Album

-

-

...

.. ; ,'
is-

1

'a

r

i

t

i,¡

paragraph.

from It either, but It's just
something on the side I
think I'm a pretty good
PR man for the Who."
Who music Is what
Moon Is really all about
and there are plans for a
new album due out in the
Pete TownsAutumn
end already has Ideas for
the songs After that the
Who will possibly release
another live album.
"At the moment I can't
see the Who ever coming
to an end," he frankly
admits. "But If It came to
natural conclusion I
a
don't think there would be
anything to be disappointed about.'
One thing the Who still
do together is fight.

"But they're only
family fights," says

Keith. "There's nothing
it: there's no deep
rooted hatred.
"The Who haven't
mellowed over the years
they never will. It's
what keeps the energy
levels up. We are all
emotionally involved in
the group and that's why
we clash because we care
about the Who so much."
In

-

Movies
Quite a decisive statement but Keith Moon has
as many strings to his
bow as hotel rooms to his
reputation. One of those
is movies. "I've been
approached for a few
films and after:Tommy' I
would like to move Into
more acting. I've had

long discussions with
Oliver Reed about acting
and about us making a
film together. If It comes
but if
to fruition terrlfc

-

it doesn't so what."
Moony did mention he
had been offered a part In
'Airport '77'. it should be
noted that 'Airport '75'
was one of the biggest
money
spinning 'disaster' films of recent
years,
He seems tailor; made
for the new part.

Mostly, one
good joke or
retort per interview is
about all you
get. The rest

is low key
factual stuff,
always Inter-

esting and
courteously
given but

scarcely thrill
a - minute
feature fodder.
Ferry's reti-

cence in conversation may be the
reason why, when
people are band-

BRYAN FERRY: rays

tique.

ying superstar
na mes abau t they

Ray Fox -Cumming,
guns loaded
other quali- and firing
fication for the
superstar tag. He
dresses the part from the hip,
he is an exciting
performer - both battles through
on stage and
record - and he this exclusive
does have that
slight all Impor.
tant mystique. interview
never include his.
He has every

With five

group

and two solo albums
behind him certainly
has sufficient longev

ity

When Interviewing
Ferry, one Can either

play It his way and
come out with a low

key Informative piece

that will please the
converted, but do little
to attract the rest, or
go In guns blazing and
risk being asked at the
end of It all never to
darken his door again.
Having done two
chats of the polite
variety over the past

six

months this,

into

`

0

I

o

a

they're
thinking of
having
redecorated?

:
!
1

,-I';1

Ilth '

Asa warning salvo!
expressed surprise
that he still had his

moustache, which, by
the way has a slight
reddish tinge, and
surely he wasn't going
to appear in public
with it?
That one got fended
off by his press Lady.
who Bald "He already

has

done

.

i40,

111111~~-

-

In

America." Score: Silent Ferry 1 Agressor
Now for anattack
on the domestic scene.

-0

ti

room

1

4

1, was the time
to go In loaded and
firing from the hip.

thought

do now is
book me

1

,.H

I

'What hotels

onr-11115- qe

sparkling gem
lines by the

-

the studio and
great to work with,

ments."

throw out
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Legends don'Uome ea.p
butlibter 's woi*ini, ont
They say you are on
the verge of getting

married Ito Jerry

Hall. the model on the
front of the 'Siren'

album)'
Ferry: "No. We're

quite happy as we are
at the moment "
Further questions on
that score proved

fruitless and

he ends

trifle
impatiently: "Look
up by saying,
here.

I'm

not getting

all domestic. "
On

to

a

the

profes-

slona I front David
Bowie said recently in
an interview that he
thought you were a
better songwriter than
he.

"Really? I didn't
read It "

also said he
thought you should get
rid of yourba nd.
He

"H mm

In fact, a lot of
people seem to be
saying tha

Split
Tha r cheating. Mo

nosyllabfc answers
are one thing but

"Hmm"

has no right to
even be a syllable

"Actually this year I
shall be doing quite a
lot on my own "
What are Roxy's
commitments then?
"Apart from the live
album which is coming
up, there aren't any
for the moment. The
live album means that
we don't have to go In
and do a new studio

album this year."
Aren't there any

concerts booked anywhere?

"No. none."

There has never
before been a situation
where Roxy have had
no studio or tour
commitments coming
up

and

so,

one

wonders. could this be
the OM that so many
papers have been

predicting for ages?
Apparently not_ The
group have simply
gone into retirement as
a

corporate entity

while it's individual
members all do their
own thing. Andy
Mackay is busy doing
another 'Rock Follies'.
Eddie Jobsott is doing
solo album. Phil
u
Manzanera Is working
w Ith Stomu Yamash'ta
and Paul Thompson Is
working with Bryan on
his soloalbum.
Further questions
concerned with people
saying what a good
move It would be if
Ferry left his band
altogether are greeted
with not so much as

"why should

I"'

He

simply ack nowledges
that he's heard them
with one of his
"Wilms "
So what of all these
things he's supposed to
be doing on his own?
There was supposed to

sortiaL what's
happened to that then?
'It's still On. very
soon in fact, butt can't
say anything about it
be a TV

at the moment"

What about a solo

album'

"Yes. I'm doing

one

at the moment "
But surely It aught to
have been finished by
now' You started on It
months ago.

"Well, what with

America - .
What's America got
to do with It?
"The Roxy lour of
America . .
Now this is getting
ridiculous. The solo
album was started
way before the Amere
can tour and, especially as he Is generally
a fast worker, it ought
to be ready. Master
Ferry appears to be
getting slack in his old

age

No, he is not getting
lazy. The trouble with
all this firing from the
hip is that you can end

up steamrolling over
something that your
victim wants to tell
you. Ferry and 1, it
transpires, are not
talking about the same
album The one 1 was
on about which was to
have been made up
half his songs and half
other people's, has
been scrapped, or at
least what's been done
of It has been popped
up on the shelf to

gather dust for

a

while.

The new solo album
Is to be composed
completely by Bryan,
and he's sUll in the
early stage of making
it The original solo
album was mooted for
early Summer release,
but with the new one

It's not easy to pin

but surprisingly

him down on personal

future (hell. Is it easy
to pin him down on
anything?) and at the
first a (tempt just got:
"All! really want to do
is just to go on making

about It and I'm

always glad to hear
opinions on the sub
ject "
And so one elabo
rates. People Invent
the most monstrous
personality for Bryan
Ferry simply because
he doesn't offer them
much of a genuine one
to go on The picture
that has been built up

1

records and
making them better
and better." which
doesn't sound much of
a postive ambition, but
then, with the question
recycled, he returns:
"Well haven't had a
Number One hit single
yet," meaning that he
would be fairly ace
chuffed U he got one.
The aggressive approach has been a
nice

1

of

him

to

tartar with chronic ego
problems and aloof
into the bargain, when

dismal failure

In fact the poor man is

Still, there's no harm
in having one last go

really as friendly and

sociable as one could
wish but hampered by
a natural reserve and
shyness from proj-

You take enough

trouble with everything looking right and
sounding right, but

don't you think you
would get that much
further if you were a
little more 'up front' In
projecting your own
personality?
Leta face it that
question is both offensive and Intolerably
patronising and one
should be flung cut for
asking it as an ill
mannered dish clout,

F

i

sible solo concerts to
coincide.
In the meantime,
there is a single out
this week, 'Let's SUck

Together,' which

must have been one of
the tracks earmarked
for the solo album
before he decided to
make It all his own
material.

Clever
"Would you like to
hear the single?" he

says,

Indeed yes. and

he

It's yet

another example of
how clever Bryan is at
reworking old songs
without disrespecting
the traditions of the

original Once again,

one notes, he's made a
great job of getting his

record started. All
Bryan Ferry's tracks
have great starts, be
they the steps leading

into 'Love Is The
Drug', the elastic

electronic noises that
bring in 'Both Ends
Burning' or the bold
brass that introduce
this new one, which, by
the way, has girlfriend

doing back - up
shrieks.
It seems that this

year we are going to he
hearing quite a lot of
Mr Ferry In terms of
record releases. There
will be at least one
more single between
now and the album
and he did murmur
something about hav-

Ing

"a sort

of

surprise" in store for
ue later on.

date

represents him as vain

Bryan's now talking of
November with pos-

plays it.

he

takes no offence and
seems interested.
"Do you really think
so? We have thought

ambitions for the

o

ae.

ecting himself In his
interviews.
I

honestly

don't

think he understands
why he gets such cruel
treatment from the
Press through being
perfectly civil to them
and why people would
rather exasperate him
into saying a whole lot
of things that he would

.0"-4.;;;;"

-%

really prefer rail to
than sit down and talk
sensibly to him about
his music.
Bryan Ferry will,
for AU re, go on mak ing
better and better
records and selling
more of them He will
probably also get that
Number One hit he's
after, but If he Is ever
to achieve the kind of

status that people like
Jagger, Bowie and

Dylan enjoy, he'll

have to make compromises
There are signs that
he has already begun
This week, he and his
girlfriend are doing a
thing for Cosmopolitan

magazine Involving

words and pictures.
One woulri never have
believed a year ago
that he would allow his
private life to come in
any way ureter the
public glaze and It is
more than likely that
his gorgeous Texan
girlfriend egged him
on into doing It now.
In the end, It may be
thanks to her efforts
that Bryan does
emerge as a pop
legend rather than just
a very successful band
singer who occasionally makes records on
his own
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G EVERYONE

was

with the
fans' dawn chorus
again. Rooms were
awake

chaotic. Chairs

were piled high
with mascots and
toys the fans had
sent in. Nearly all
of them would go to

local orphanages
or hospitals.
"The chief of - police
has told me that the
-

Rollers can't play

Helsinki again." Tam

commented as we got
ready for the final run
"Not because there
were people hurt or
anything like that. but I

just don't think he Could
believe what was
happening."
The promoter reas
sured Tam that even if

the police stuck to the
ban, there were dozens

of enormous stadiums

around Helsinki that
were just as good.

"Just think of the
letters he'd get if he
announced he didn't

want them to play here
"grinned Tam
You can almost hear
hotels creaking with
relief as the Roll('rs
not
leave any hotel
from anything the group
has done, but just

Upstairs, Tam was
busy on the phone,
sorting out the itinera-

ry

After a meal and
showering, there was
still the whole evening to
get through.
"All we really do is
stay awake to go to
sleep," was Eric's
comment.
After his recent spell
in hospital, Eric looks a
lot better "You krinw
what I reckon had a lot
to do with It? The couple
o1

beginning of the year
when we weren't really
doing that much. You're
meant to be working on
songs, but all Woody
and I ended up doing
was staring at each
outer on the farm and
doing nothing.
"It's meant to be like
the romantic writer
all he needs Is great
scenery and he writes

day and night

Tartan

-

naturally!
A

press conference

planned as
the Rollers
arrived, plus a meeting
with some fans. The
Plaza's library, filled
with rare books and oil
paintings was suddenly
filled with flash bulbs
and tartan. After a
while, the Rollers found
the whole thing a bit too
confusing and quietly
disappeared to their
had been
soon

`'

as

rooms.

I=1

A

m/nOritCÍ1.

.

Ktenr

because that's when my

year in

1,11

11

I!,,

Australia,

purely because the Ian

'

Britain.

kept on coming!"
Derek makes a call to
Scotland to find out
what's happening to his
house. It's being paint
ed at the moment, and
he's waiting for an
estimate.
"That's another thing,
you know," he said after

the call. "As soon as
everyone knows who
you are, the price
doubles or trebles "
There's a knock at the

door. The police. Can

everyone stay away
from the windows. Fans
are running across the
road, and it's creating

havoc with cars. In fact,
If they don't stay away
from the windows, they
might have to leave the
and could
hotel. Oh
I have your autograph

...

please

..

I

--

.

;Or.

Havoc
For all the Rollers, the
most memorable tour Is
the one they did Iasi

:.
-

Mick get in tAis onel.

imagination's going. "

.:j

.

dens and onto a roller

Bouncers

-

coaster ride. With over
a hundred fans already
banging on the hall
windows, the security
aspects are potentially
frightening, but everyone decides to try It. The
cars are brought round
to a side exist, the
Rollers pile in and drive
round to another en
trance near to the ride.
The man in charge of
one of the
the ride
most popular In the
has been
Gardens
primed Suddenly they
run up. the queue Is
asked to wait. and
people's mouths drop
open as they realise
who's getting Into the
little coaster cars.
The Rollers enjoy the
ride. the photos are
taken and they get
ready to run back to the
exit where the car is
walling. But the Ilmo
has vanished.
Between the panic
and the fans, everyone
burst out laughing in

There's a pit between

the stage and the
audience, full of photographers and Denmark's equivalent o!

Hell's Angels. As the
Intro music starts, they
pull on black leather
gloves. It doesn't look
good.
It's obvious from the
first few notes that
whatever preparations
where left at the sound
board that afternoon
someone has wiped
them out Vocals soar
up and down In power,
as does the guitar
levels. The Rollers
know what's happened,
but can do nothing about

it except keep

other side of
the pit, the bouncers are
bouncing too hard.
Torches are shone into
fans' faces. They're
pushed down. Pushed
back. Pushed everywhere. But they enjoy
the concert. One girl
tries to leap over the
barrier and get to Les to
give him a hug. He
grins at her before she's
hustled back over the
On the

were nearby, and the
five Rollers leapt Into
one. Then leapt out
again
there's a law In
Copenhagen that only
four people can travel in

-

\

t

stage.

Then it's over.

taxi! Eventually.

a

on

singing

disbelief. Two cabs

`o:

a_r
s

Back at the hotel, first
thing on the agenda Is
an Inquest. None of the
Rollers liked the securnot beca tab it
ity
stopped fans getting to
them, but because It was
too rhugh.
But the big problem is
sound. For the Rollers It
Isn't enough that the
fans enjoyed it, and
probably didn't hear too
much anyway because
of the screaming. Tam
and the boys go Into
another roan to thrash
the problem Out. Every'
one s depressed
"This is when we'd get
a review saying that the
Rollers just go out and
play anything because
and
no - one can hear
it they could they'd
think It was rotten,"
Eric said
Outside the Crowds

-

-

are bigger, and the
police are threatening to

move the Rollers out of
the hotel.
No - one Can sleep.
Everyone wanders In
and out of room». The
discussions about the
sound go on. but at least
the Rollers are happier
that from now on they'll
be doing a gig every
night, and not having
the extra day hanging

about.

Next morning the
flight is an early one

The group dash through
the crowd into the car,
and then they're away,
leaving sobbing fans

and irate policemen
behind them.

Whatever illusions

anyone has about being
on the road with the Bay
City Rollers, one thing's
for sure, It ain't no
Roller -master ride.

more cars were found

/577

b

Sorry metes you're over the limit!
Next morning every-

one is woken up by an
adaptation o! the song

'Wonderful,

-Wonderful

adapted
Copenhagen'
to take in the word

Rollers. Interviews are

scheduled to take place
In the morning, plus a
few photos. Then the
sound check. Then the
gig.
A poster appears In
Tam's roan that is the

ultimate In pirate rip offs. There are the five
Rollers, including Ian,
but if you look at Ian's
head, you see an outline
behind, and there is an

arm coming rut of

nowhere. The.arm

belonged to Alan, a
photographer has superimposed Ian's figure

on the top.

I.es has talked in
Finland how he felt he'd
changed a lot in the last

few months.

a

"What I've realised is

that If you're not
together up here I points
to his head), then you
might as well forget It.
It's worse than being
physically 111. I've got a
lot of things together
now, and I think I've

matured.

I'm

4

"it'

115"k

í`it

closer to my mother and

father now as well, and.
they've helped me a
lot.

-r-

"

Pressure

f

The pressures on them
all are enormous, but
none of them has lost

their willingness to
oblige or help people
out. Certainly they've
come a long, way
musically.
After the interviews,
it's time for the Tivoli
Gardens and the sound
fairground and Disneyland. with a big
theatre in the middle. It
seats about 2,500 and
tonight every seat is
sold.

I

They

s
Copenhagen cries u

I

lot

a

Check. The TIvoll Is a
cross between a huge

e

Rollin'stock

.

were left behind.
Back to the hall. In
the dressing room the
Rollers look out at the
fairground, and then
pace nervously up and
down. Ian doesn't look
quite so nervous.
Everyone files down to
the stage.

-

'r...

r
tiT

La

a

:

working full stretch,

"It's the only time in
my life I've ever been
frightened for my life,"
Derek explained. "They
just didn't seem to care
that they could hurt
themselves. They just

Unlike the hotel in
Helsinki, the Plaza is in
the middle of the city,
and very near to the
famous Tivoli Gardens
where the concert was to
take place. The crowds
were already out

.

r

doesn't work like that. I
can write when I'm

other residents!
The airport had Its
quota of fans waiting,
but the Rollers were
whisked through

Farewell Finland.

5' fAv

It

scenes were even more
frightening than in

Hello Denmark.

0

/sine

-

because It means
everyone can finally
sleep including all the

'.L'

and the Tivoli Gardens

better. Finally,
they're ready to run
through a couple of
numbers.
Between the rehearsal, elaborate plans are
going on for the photo
required for the national
newspaper. It involves
gelling the Rollers
actually Into Uie Garmuch

LAST WEEK SUE BYROM joined the official Bay City Rollers entourage and
flew to Helsinki for the first leg of the
European tour. This week she is with
them in Copenhagen where they talk to
her about the ways being a Bay City
Rollers has affected their personal lives .

months at the

.

-

` `-

.

spend

a

long

time over the sound
balance. Les puts into
operation the new drum

balance he worked out
with Derek after the
Helsinki gig Woody 's
new bass amplifiers
have arrived and sound

u

t!I
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COME ALONG

EVERY8anr..
LETS BOUNCE
FOR BRITAIN!

-41

you've danced The Jive, The Twist, The Funky Gibbon, now do the...

110
with

BRAD 1612
Dorn_ w rrt kao-o Udall*

Produced by Miki Anthony

....after

FIVE

first big bouncing hit of '76.
straight top 20 smashes in 1975, The Goodies are back with their

10
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stage act.

Spokesman for

Use troop'
Alble Donnelly, the one
with the bald head and the
beard.
1s

Ram

"I

look like a head out of
a comic. you turn It upside
down and you see a
different face," he ex-

plained. "Mr hair started
falling out so thought no
big pop star has patchy
hair, so shaved hail oft "
The bald head Is used as
a battering ram In their
show, when the other
members tilt him up to
1

1

shove guitarist Ozzie Yue
off stage during a frenzied
solo.
"These days it seems you
have got to be really good
looking or bizarre to get on.
You know, have your head

h

p

out.

But a decade later a
combination of those
losers are hack with a
vengance taking a
hefty swipe at the
music world.
Supercharge is
their name and they
have been causing a
stir with their rock
parodies and rabid

it's

Is it a bird? Is it a plane? No

DURING THE great
Liverpool pop surge
of the Sixties' It was
inevitable that Someone would get left

Supercharge take their
music seriously and yet at
the same time are prepared
to poke some fun at what's
going on around them.
"When you look at some
of the bands you think
'They are 90 per cent Image
and l0 per cent music, they
Just parody themselves. "

Alble plays saxes and
wrote the obscene send up
of soul cliches 'She Moved

"We thought Virgin

Drummer Dave Irwin

achieved arare distinction
of having a semi famous
foot, after his former outfit
the Fix appeared on
'Ready Steady Go', and all
that was seen of his
anatomy was hie feet.
Bass player Tony Dunfairly low
more kee
profile sinceps hea was a male
model for cardigans and
didn't even bother turning
up for the Supercharge
reception at Liverpool.

The Dishes First'.

-

e

lain Bradshaw, keyboards, was formerly
Marty Wilde's musical
director and saxophonist

then so do some of the so

combo

the Clayton

li

Bob Robertson played In
Liverpool set ups such as

t

Squares, who he reckons
had everything going for
them, le a lousy singer and
an out of time drummer,
hut they missed the Mersey
pop boom.
Guitarist Ozzie Yue was
In the Hideaways and'
likewise missed the boat

iér`M

Almost Blues and Highly

Inflammable.

.

"We started out playing

like

t
-

t' \l

poor

man's

our music but the mass
would be bored to tears. So
we started leaping around
like fab pop stars and it
really went down well."
They had recorded an
album 'Between Music And
Madness' of which all 2,000
copies sold In Liverpool.
Promotional copies were

-J

1

a

said Alble.
"About three people in the
audience would say things
like 'Yeah, far out man' al

r

Chicago,'

Les Karskl is another
guitar man with an
American accent gleaned
from living on air bases.

painted green. We're lucky
a bit odd
really, looking
anyway "

including their current
Records would have been
the last label we would
have ended up with,"
admitted Albie.

-

called serious stars."
He came from a beat

companies and they were
turned down by them all,

company.

Track Down: the series which spotlights
and not so new talent who
new
wouldn't normally feature in Record
Mirror; continues this week
with Supercharge.

"Parts of that make me
cringe," he admits. "But

i

all recording

sent to

.

t

Scope
"If we'd have gone to a
big company we could have
put out a disco funk album,
but Virgin gave us more
scope

really."

To date they have
released two singles, 'Get
Down Boogie' (Which Albie
describes as a 'tarnished
Silver Convention without
the boobs') and 'Lonely
And In Love' which is a
serious enough song with
what they regard as a silly
Intro, but again close to

reality.

Their new album Is
'Local tads Make Good'
"We can't get over the
stage act on record," says
Aible. "But we are
primarily musicians and
we've tried to get in both
angles. Everything we do
Is of high musical content,
the fooling around comes
second."
in America their album
Is to be released by Epic

with three serious tracks
substituted.
Amongst their forthcom
Ing plans Is a version of the
Volga Boatsong, tentatively retitled 'The Vulgar
Boatman Meets John
Mayall or Black Sabbath'.

"Next we could do a
really straight single."
Albie laughs. "That will

really confuse you."

G-

';(.
ra

c-

'Everything we do
is of high musical
content, the fooling

r

a

0

by

around comes second'

David Brown

-...
a...

'Lets Make A Baby'
1...........

"
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Dion now manages to

gain respect from all

Servant

I1

"Urn the servant, and the
public are the masters."
One thing he did do was
to get the old Belmonts

-

Rolling Stones.

And
British

umpteen other
bands who were to beat
the hell out of the

-

-

-

suscitated 'The Wande
rer', he's able to take
another view of the ups
and - downs of pop life
"Even when the Beatles put paid to so many of
our careers, I never
thought about actually
quilting the business. I'd
been turned on by guys
like Presley, Haley and

-

singing

had a
couple of Top 20 hits (the
aforementioned U.S. toppers), but nothing much
happened and he faded
out of the pict ure.
Now. with new chart
action on that old re
activated. revived, reHe

the Coasters. Then It was
all the group stuff. But I'd
had my own groups way

Is also now
accepted as one helluva
singer. Rhat's more, he
the guts to fight back
é had
4 and Carve a new starry
spot for himself after most
a of the world had him
Á written off as a has

` =--`--""---=+ :7

by Peter Jones
American opposition for
years to come.
Dion, born in New
York, in 1939, was one of

-

spotter," Dion

hefuva talent -spotter."

solo
casualties.

together for a Madison
Square Garden concert
which was recorded for
an album. The Belmont,
Fred Milano. Angelo
D'Aleo and Carlo Mas
trangelox
enjoyed the
gig So did Dion.
Though he may still be
"one helluva talent

'4

-

the

performances, and the
revived 'The Wanderer' Is
part of that area of Ms
life.

"I'll do whatever
people want," he says.

DION DIMUCCI sat at a window table in a coffee bar in London's
Shaftesbury Avenue, appreciatively watching the chicks go by. As
he said: `Maybe I'm no great shakes as a singer, but I'm sure one
About his singing he
modest.
He'd already had one
chart topper, 'Runaround
Sue', in the States and
was on the way to a follow
up second. 'The
Wanderer'.
But this was 1982. No
time at all for an
American performer to
try for the big British
break. Lurking Just
round the corner were
the Beatles. Then the

sections of the business.
There are loyal old fans,
still turned on by his rock

S.

ion

was being over

what was

really happening in the
world one dramatic bit of
lambasting against drug
usage, 'In Your Own
Back Yard', was much
talked about.

J
back. The Tamberlanes
were the first; then the
Belmonts, which we

named after Belmont

Avenue In the Bronx.
"But when I went into
what they call temporary
decline. I branched out. I
got into the writings of
Joan Baez. Bob Dylan
the folk writers. And I
looked hard and long at
the blues. "
And he evolved a whole

-

t

new style, not to mention
a

,1

zti

whole new appearance.

and started appealing to
the fans of soil rock. He
was one of the clever
ones. The talented ones.
He could change to suit
the mood of the times.

whereas most of the

straight pop singers had

no chance to beat off the

beat boom.
Sure enough. Dion got
back in chart favour. In

1088.

and

'Abraham, Martin

John' was

a

controversial and ex-

cellent chart biggie in the
Slates It earned him a
gold disc. And the new,
soft - voiced, relaxed Dion
was back in business

He switched to the
Warners label and did an
album 'Sit Down Old
Friend' which really put
him into the "significant"
area of pop. Songs with

been

Just getting into the
charts with his original
groups was good honest
sweat the Tamberlanes
had one record, one hit:
the Belmonts had sev
eral
As Dion recalls: "Every house in the Bronx
had a vocal group In those
days Every street corner
had a gang of layabout
harmony experts. It was

-

real crowded."

THE CRITICS CAN'T BE WRONG
jurrá

"Priest have produced

an album
here which stands head and
shoulders with anything else any
new British band have come up
with" since dare.I say it, "Zep I!"
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"The vocal style of Led Zepplin with
the instrumental style of Black
a very rich, thick
Sabbath
and satisfying sound".
Melody Maker.

"Hailed as,one of the best 'Heavy'
albums of this year .. One of the
most impressing and promising
bands in Europe".
The Stage.

driving rock"
"Pile

Musk Week.

Marketed by
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second solo album, 'All
American Allen Boy'. It's
particularly strong in

that title track itself with
the 'whitey from blighty
heading West'.
"It's Just like crossing
over and being totally
blitzed by Americana,"
Ian explains. "The whole
thing is totally different.
You can't tell by a couple
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Judging by the new
album living there has
obviously had a deep
effect on his music.
"A lot of the musicians
on the album I had seen
playing and just went up
and asked them to play on
the album," he said. "It's
not like that over here. If
a group's in a different
league then you don't
even talk to each other.
There's not so much ego.
they're more Interested in
Just playing. "

Risk

'

The outstanding musicians used on the album

include bassist Paco
Pastorius, Aynsley Dun-

bar

on

drums,

Chris

Stainton, keyboards and
some bass, and some fine
sax playing from David
Sanborn.
"We worked together
really well. I dug Paco's
playing and he liked my
lyrics, it was just so easy.
The album was done in 28
days, some were second
and first lakes and a
couple Of tracks were first

i

David Brown talks

to the All American
Alien Boy,

,

Ian Hunter
hope
new blood, it's early days another version and
it'll get changed. This is
yet though.
York
the
New
with
one
"I'm certainly OK. the tempo
funk backing. It
Mott was a good up
to
apprenticeship for me. was like a compliment
b

u

t

m

I

selfish. 1 want to do
things my own way Now
of days In New York or I can afford to travel light
whatever, but after living and take a few risks
there a while it gets you.
The rink appears to
The supermarkets, the have worked this time, as
ball games, the every 'All American Allen Boy'
thing, not Just the music, sold 56,000 in 10 days in
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year

apparent through his
`t,l,t,(n:Illllf'g'r.-r/Ilk)
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a

country 38 miles from
New York.
The influence of the
Stages on his life and his
songwriting has become

'`JI'lr.

`

heading West
since Ian Hunter Joined
the exodus to America,
settling for a house In the

,((,,
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long
THE ALL American alien boy was back In Blighty. Not forother
you understand, the lad is getting quite Involved in life the
side of the Atlantic.
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takes."

Ian spent two months on
the previous album and
reckoned that most of the
Mott The 1-toople albums
took about the sometime.
"You get really fed up
when you have to do a

number
to get It

20

times or over

right," he sighed.

"But Mott has been going

too long. They're happy

now, they've

got some

the musicians. they
played it my way on the
album so I did the single
their way."

fen Is lit an unusual
position singlewise since
he la one of the few artists
who has released hits,
had a few misses and then
come back with a hit

America and came again.
straight into the British
album charts at

'1l

47.

isn't that Important

have al- to me, they come and go,"
go with the he says modesUy. "But
ready had
comparisons and Inter- the re-edited single (3.10
prelations of the songs, minutes down from 3.47)
some of which look Mr sounds like a hit now, it
Hunter quite by surprise. didn't before."
Ian has no immediate
"Someone said it
sounded like Dylan. They plans to perform live,
does have a
though
when
me
mention
never
they do one of his working band, nothing to
albums." he said waving do with the recording
his arm In a gesture of band. For the Ume being
is keeping an eye on
Twelve tracks were the album's progress
recorded for the album, before making any
four of which were left off decisions.
because, according to
Ian, they didn't fit the
mood of the rest of the
tracks.
"There were a couple of
rockers," he said. "But
they were wrong for the
"Sometimes it is best
mood. People said you not to play even though It
should put those on, might look like the right
people expect them from Ume," he said. 'I've got
you, but that doesn't my loyal fans. I don't
bother me.
need a fan club, the
"I'm not an average followers compliment me
songwriter, you've got to by buying my albums, I
go to the edge and over it. Compliment them by
It might be frowned out giving the best I can.
but ..
That's why four sets of
'All American Alien test pressings went back.
Boy' has been Issued as o
"You're not going to
single but Ian is not too please anyone by putting'
happy about the version out something that hisses
that was to go out.
and pops in their ears. "
"After the album was
His reaction to follow
finished I had all sorts of ers goes back to the Mott
problems and kept send- days:
ing back test pressings
"I thought we deserved
'cos they Just weren't something a bit classier
good enough. While I was Ian admits. "1 didn't see
busy with that they much hope in the follower
slipped the single out. It who says tin a thick
sounds a bit flat, not like accent) 'tJrrgh, it won't
the album at all, But It's be the same without'im'.
on the playlist anyway.
If they want to not their
''I've brought over heads
they can go and see
Kiss or someone like
The

critics
a

exasperation.he

Loyal

that.'

-00Pailw

I've got my
loyal fans.

I

don't need

a

fan club
1.1

- the

followers
compliment
me by buying
F
5
a
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'We don't gets
many witches
at our gigs
these days'
THE THUNDER rolled
ominously. An electric
blue flash of lightning tit
up the dark skies and
there was rain. The
scene was set for a

meeting with

,

.

Black Sabbath.
All that was needed to
complete the picture
was a lonely bell tolling
in the background, but
alas the traffic in

a
a

lommi

It

t

Sabbath (called 'Earth' In the
old days) crawled out of the
underground to become a
force to be reckoned with.
They had been playing their
brand of ultra heavy rock
against the odds when soul
had been very much.the thing
of the day, and they w ere
hardly favourites among the
critics of the time

Banned
Their strong
established them
Its black magic
and hard wall

first album

In 1970 with
connections
of electric

A most unlikely hit
single followed, 'Paranoid'
from the second album of the
same name and the cult
following was born.
Those early days seem to
have established the group's
Identity to such an extent that

sound.

even when it became
unfashionable to be hard

rockers, they kept on doing
what they wanted and what
their supporters wanted.
Now they seem to have
found some new fans as a
younger géneration discovers
the attractions of solid heavy
metal music.
"We don't get as many
witches at our gigs these
days," said Tony. "At least I
don't think we do. In the
beginning because of the
things on the first album
people had the occult Image.
you krow vicars saying we
should be banned and all that,
-but that has died down a bit

now."

So who does go to see them

these days!
"Well, we

seen

to

Fain Iy

w

The band's

have

maintained out following, a
faithful hard core, and there
are also some who have just
joined them. I'm amazed at
the amount of youngsters we
attract now, many of 'hem are
In their early teens. Also there
are some who haven't heard

r
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out of each other
Scaring the life
TONY IOMMI:
us since the

old days and

started coming back."
Tony didn't seem so pleased
that the early material had
been re-released on the
compilation set 'We Sold Our
Soul For Rock 'n' Roll'.
"It's just that the first things
we did sound a bit poor to us
now," he said, "I suppose
that's good in a way because it
shows we've progressed.
"I mean we know we did
that first album In a couple of
days," he confessed,
But, then again he wasn't
exactly over pleased about
their last album, 'Sabotage',
released last year.
"We had to rush it," he said.
"There were business prob.
lems to be worked out at the
same time and we had to mix
them with working on the
album and 11 just didn't work
out quite how it should have
done. I mean, I didn't hate It
or anything like that, but It
should have been better."
According to Tony even the
cover was a disappointment
compared with their original
concept of It. He said that they
hoped to put it right with their
next offering.
To date they haven't decided
on names or anything that
definite, but obviously have
something up their sleeves.
"This time we are going to

have the time to really

concentrate on the album, as
few distractions as possible. "
They are going to Miami to

record át the Criterion

Studios. The last album they
recorded in the States was
'Volume 4' recorded at the
Record Plant, Los Angeles.
"We spent about six weeks
to two months on it and we

1

It's eight years
since Black Sabbath
crawled out of the

underground.
DAVID BROWN charts
their successful course.
were all living together in a
nice big house working on the
Ideas and were able to go
along and record when we felt
ready to," said Tony.
"We went back with the
same Idea for 'Sabbath Bloody
Sabbath' but couldn't get any
Ideas together. After recording one number we could tell'is
wasn't going to work out so we
carne back home and started

"In Miami we can go down
to the beach and enjoy
ourselves after the work is
done."
They plan to spend at least
six weeks over there, come
back to Britain on a six week
break while the record is
completed, then on the road
again. Tony wasn't sure if
they would start off In either
Britain, America or even
Australia.
Was there a possibility that
Sabbath might join the -tax
exiles in the US?
"Well, It's a consideration,
I've certainly thought about
it Bill (Ward, the drummer)

'NEW

FACES'

Itne up

has

remained constant through

it

eight years since

Is

stage show and perhaps
single from the new album.
"We'd like another hit,"
Tony admitted. "It's not just
the big chart thing, just that It
gives you a wider audience.
At the moment (here is hardly
anyone who will play our sort
of music an the radio.
"Our stage presence has
always been a bit plain in the
past, but we're working an
that tin. But the main priority
Is to get a good album out. "
a

1

Within the cosy labyrinth
that is the Britannia Hotel
something stirred. The band
were In town on business, and
that Iron man of the guitar,
Tony Iomml, was putting his
feet up, watching Tarzan on
the Tele.

California.
"I think I wouldn't mind if
fora year. and then I'd want to
come back, I !Welt here, but a
change of environment heps
you every now and then."
The band are also planning
a new

i

Grosvenor Square
would have made
inaudible anyway.

is married to an American girl
and they've got a house In

their eight years spell

together, but had they ever
thought of calling It a day?
"I think we've all felt like It
at times," replied Tony. Then
he added: "But usually you
change your mind when you
think out it, We've had our let
downs and problems but we've
got over them.
"There has always been a
close family feeling between
the members, we are able to
talk things over and get things
right. At the moment we just
want to get working together
as soon as we've sorted out the
business we'll be off
Some bands from the same
era as Black Sabbath have
made radical changes in their
approach to music, trying to
keep up with changing fads.
bu (Tony was certain tha I they
would keep on rocking, which
would be verified by the new
album.
With a grin he says: "I don't
think there'll be many

surprises."

J

WINNERS

again."

They then went to rehearse
the dark dungeons in a
castle in Wales.
In

Creepy
"That was really creepy,"
Tony laughed. "Everyone

kept messing around with the
equipment, pretending to be
ghosts, howling outside of
windows. We were scaring
each ether to death, so we did
the work and got out as soon as

possible!"

Sabbath also had a go at
recording in Brussels, which
didn't work out either.
"You feel a bit out of touch
out there," Tony said. "Not
being able to speak the
language or anything. 1 mean
if you put the tele on you can't
understand It. Whereas In
America you can switch bn
and there's always something
on and you can relax. That
sort of thing Is not essential
but It helps.

"

FIRST SINGLE
A GREAT
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'We've had our
let downs and
problems but
we've got over
.them'
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KOOL &,
THE

LONE t7'
UNDERSTANDING

MELBA More has

Rock'n'

Apart from her own
feelings on the subject,
Melba has a husband who
wouldn't be overjoyed to
have his wife turn Into the
kind of singer you can see
anywhere that pulls her
audiences on the strength
of her looks.
Melba's future owes a
lot to Van McCoy. He
respected her wishes on
the type of Image she was
to have and guided her

a

^'

Roll from a standing
start. And the man
who

had a large
hand in making It

possible is Van

McCoy. In fact he's
had a hand in so
many people's hits,
it's a wonder his
right one knows
what his left one's
doing.

has

KOOL & THE GANG

a

out of them

-

-

I

alive."

Was there any particular event in her life that
gave her this feeling
about her music'
"I can't put my finger
on one single experience

cEsthér Phíllips

l

sually people are

fortunate enough to have
something happen In their
lives that makes them

with Becá

ToreAllgireq(now

stop and ask questions.
think a Ilk me It happened
the day was born. "
Melba pays a good deal
I

I

attention to her dress
and the two slmwn on the
sleeve of her album, 'This
Is I I', am stunning
"They were good for
me, because I'm not
putting forward a sexpot
image," said Melba. "I
want to be an attractive
woman, but what I have
discovered Is that I'm not
of

I'm a
combination of elegant
and girl next door. I'm
funky and earthy.
"If sing the kind of
songs I want to. women
befriend me as much as
men. Everyone likes me,
black people and white
the sexpot type.

I

A girl could feel
that she'd be able to ask

people

her man to take her along
to my show and not have
to tell him not to look at
me

first hit

head because she got so
many slaves to freedom.
The story of her life la
tremendous. Because this

AC

She has a

to her
music
"I would say that was
an understatement," said
Melba "It's a source of
energy and happiness
I'm sure you've heard all
but
these cliches before
lust feel great to be

o

a

..y.--.1111."

1

spiritual approach

her

single and debut British
album.
"I put It all down to
Van," said Melba. "He
has a nice streak, a
benuUful personality. He
brings out all the right
things In me. I think It
has a lot to do with his
deep respect for human
beings.
Melba has just appeared in a TV special,
playing a straight acting
role.
"I played a lady called
Harriet Tubman She was
a slave, an abolitionist
who had a price on her

deeper than

-

D Ivaor

like that "

Is America's BI Centenlal year, they are
running a serles of worsen
who have contributed to
history. Harriet wasn't
or at least
well known
she was to black people
but not much attention
had been paid to her."
Melba can't consider
anymore acting roles at
the moment as she b
heavily committed to a
lour of the States and
promoting her single and
album She Is expecting

-

lo come to

-

Britain for TV,

although she won't have
time tor any live shows
fora while.

by Rosalind Russell

Supwatua
GEMINI
(May

22

SCORPIO

to June 211

For birthday people it will be
a helleva week Not only are

you ~set, you're older too.
So act grown-up, suck out
yer chest a little and show
superiors that you are indeed

Big Person. Ray Day:
Sunday afternoon when the
a

sun shines

Your mood is as black as the
ace of spades. What is wrong
with you kids? Spanked and
flanked and talked out of

your earballs? Yeah, too
many perks spoil the Jerks

LEO
24

to August

23)

You feel confused, muddled,
tossed about like a current
Ah, declsionsl
pancake.
-

strued as boring. But there
might be trouble in the
pockets So go easy on the
spending. Be extra tight on
Friday.

troublesome

Those

decisions Frightened you're
gonna step on somebody's
toes? Well if you don't act
posmvely now you'll be left at
that's a
the starting post
fact

23 to Dee. 211
When it gets right down tort.
everything remains the same
So why have you got your
special worry lines on? Take
'em off
(pronlol and
Substitute them for a really
scatty grin which will do
nothing for your image but
will make you feel brand new

CAPRICORN
(December

22

A week tinged

to Jan. 21)
with pride and

passion" First you won't let
people get the upper hand
land who can blame you)

secondly

you'll

feel

-

sensations tickling your' love
strings. If food is love, then
let the turnips play on.

'August 24 to Sept.

(January 22 to February 17)
You've been aggravating

AQUARIUS

VIRGO
231

Brimeyl The crystal ball's fell
in the sugar bowl and broke)

LIBRA
(Sept

24

ARIES

TAURUS

(March

to April2Cl
When in Rome don't do what

(April 22 to May 21)

you'll be in hot dripping. Just
mingle in with your current
surroundings
don't try to
be a black coat if you're at

the week and come Saturday
You will have sorted yourself

21

the Londoners do, otherwise

-

Butlins-

Romantic problems will leach
their peak by the mddle of
straight. It might be a tone for
tears. But don't let anyone
see you break down in the
corner.

(November

(June 22 to July 221

(July

(October 24 to Nov.221
Nice, easy tranquil week,
which might be miscon-

SAGITTARIUS

CANCER

vnwermIMF ea.m..nro

tam.

jk

average Interest In her
deeper that Is
songs
than just making money

Featuring 8 great tracks including Love And Understanding,
Cosmic Energy and Hollywood Swinging

JL.IYI.-s1lYJ

through

Although she's determined to succeed, It's not
the golden pot al the end
of her rainbow Melba
sees It justas another way
of expressing herself and

the funky new album from

With Esther's superb voice
backed by some of America's foremost musicians including
The Brecker Brothers, Joe Beck, Fred Wesley
and Andy Newmark.

.

music.

'LOVE & UNDERSTANDING'

A collection of Classic songs, Unforgettable, For All We Know,
Fools Rush In, Fever, Caravan, Going Out Of My Heod &
Pure And Natural Love.

I

Melba Is his latest
protegee, but she doesn't
quite come Into line as a
disco lady pure and
simple She has a lot of
theatre behind her (not to
mention her plans In that
direction for the future)
and that experience
alters her attitude to

PEOPLE ALL OVER THE WORLD
IT'S TIME FOR

1976

j(Aoote tlaN

Ae?ha'
made it into

29.

2lle ,stalQn s(anó
Punk, 6tatwrP?
"Fror0IF3

o/1

Station to

Staelo/1, liowrg
A.weriLant a/1?

141/

aaoi? ,Gire aLÓ'wnrs,
LIMO/1U ttey cod
d/1

Au o.on.

those around you. Why? You
May ask, cowering slightly
Well it's lust that your uppity

ways and your prickly
manner
grazes
smooth
surfaces

to October 23)

A kiss is lust a kiss, a sigh rs
just a sigh but a wink is
something else. Keep dem
eyelids well oiled and you
might just be in had,,,

qoa"IJe gotta 6e a hot cookte to play
gaítar 600 'Davit)
-an? eñat's
what éarl ,slick ?i? saccesspllY
Pr three albums.

PISCES
(February 18 to March 201
Sensitivity breeds paranoia.
So stop it.

OOatc6 owl -dui cart i gat
Meth am?

h[t gonna D"'5h rem
?irea.ea loon,

in your

1
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PHIL. LYNOTT sounds like a frog In LA fog 'cos it's early morning
on Sunset Strip and he's not long opened his eyes. He croaks and
yawns down the telephone so Idecide not to open the conversation
with Sop of the morn In' to ya'.
It takes a few moments before he's transmitting loud and clear
but there's still the occasional dazy haze in his voice. When I ask
him how things are going in America:

F

IL

"It's been fantasEverything's

tie,

happening over here

for us the second U me
around. The first

f

reactions but nothing

c

tine we came over
there were good
like this This Ume

were meant to
tour for six weeks,
but now It's turned
Into three months,
really good'
Sources close to the
band In Britain have
said lhere've been
screamers at some of
the Concerts, true?
"Yeah at a couple of
gigs Some of the younger
kids have been screaming, but like we're not
we

turning into Ireland's
answer to the Bay City

Rollers, we're all too
old "
Thin Llzzy are doing
pretty much the same set
we Limeys' witnessed on
their last Bristol tour
"We do a lot of songs
from the new album",
says Phil sounding more
alive, "Jailbreak' Is
selling well in the States

It's bouncing up

-

the

when we first
charts
Came over it was 108, then
91, then el, and now it's
number 50 In the US
charts "

Giants
news. But we
could wax lyrical about
Lizzy's success 'iii the
cows come home, only It
would prove fruitless as
the band have always
been a Top Dog rock
combo, whose present
taste of fame was so
predictable nobody need

Consult their Crystal
balls. In short, they
deserve to be up there
with the giants
Back to the dreamyeyed Llzzy leader, who Is
trying to remember the
bands they've been billed
with.

Arrowsmlth, Tubes,
I've forgotten the
rest Particularly liked
'

Be -Bop.

the Tubes, though

they're

very weird. "
He talks about the type
of venues they've so far
done: "A mixture really.
At one gig we played

there were 17,000 people.
I meseU think variety's
the spice of life
I like
the Intimacy you get at
small gigs
and I like
the power, the Challenge
of the bigger halls. if I
had my way I'd always do

-

-

L

- t.I

'

-

,__.
America

I

It's all happening in
for Thin Lizzy
the second time around. Jan Iles gets the
a bit of

was a monster,

and it
seems nowadays the
Motor City Is embracing
heavier rock as opposed
to just pu re black souL
"We gel quite a few

young blacks at our

Concerts because I think a
lot of kids get tired of soul
bands dressed In match-

-

ing mohair suits
y'know they like their
blacks with a bit more
balls In England I seem
to appeal to half-castes
more than yer True Race

Kid

Hopefully It's

be-

cause they can IdenUfy

with me."
Cur renUy touring the
West Coast, Lizzy gave it

spin in Santa Monica
where they met up with
football play -boy Georgie
Best, now playing ball
with the 'LA Aztecs!
"He's hoping to catch
one of the gigs", enthuses
Phil. (an ardent Man
United supporter). "We
had a chat the other

evening and George

seems to be doing all right
he's lost a lot of weight
bu t he's in good shape. "
Much to Phil's chagrin
he missed Man United in
the FA Cup F Ina l and he's
stUl bemoaning "If I'd

-

have been there they
wouldn't have lost If
they get to the final next
year! won't miss them for
any thin' "
Whilst on the topic of
fun and games, Phil

casually

mentions the

Young American

Groupie. He laughs down
the receiver: "They're

really very weird. Our
hotel's on the Strip and
there's an awful lot of
bands staying here, so
naturally there's a lot of
groupies hanging around
the place. The US chicks
go to great lengths to get
Into a rock star's room,

even If

It means

-t!L

-

low down from Phil Lynott.

both"

Phil says that Detroit

a

Good

1.

1

undressing in the lifts.
Pretty amazln'."
However, Phil has lobe
discreet For his Mum's
also part of the Llzzy
entourage. "She came
out with us so she could
visit her relations", he
explains. "She's having
such a great time she
wants to come on trips
more often "
Three months on the
road isa lot of hours. How
did Phil and the gang
manage to work and play
24 hours a day without
getting fagged -out?
"It's what you get used
to", is his way nl looking
at IL "I think it's fun A
lot of groups on the road
act really crazy."
You Included'
"Oh yeah I mean Thin
Lizzy are permanently
crazy. But what' mean is
you meet these quiet
musicians at home, and
then when you see them
again on the road they're

completely different.
They go marl. "

When the band comes
home, sometime In July,
Phil hopes to begin work

on a new album. Though

presently, 'Jailbreak',
their latest release is

being hailed as 'one of
their best yet'.

Violent

"It's

ceptual",

loosely conhe

phatically.

says

"It's

aggressive album

em-

an

-

aggression put to good
use, as explained in the
sleeve notes. Our last

album (the brilliant
'Fighting') was possibly

- a lot of
might have

misconstrued

people

thought we were enticing
the listener to be violent
"In the right circumstances aggression Is OK.
Young kids who feel
aggressive are made to
feel it's unnatural, which

It Isn't We hope that our
albums knock all the shit,
all the bad feelings fill ao
that aggression is put to
good use intead of the kids
going out and beatin'
some 01' lady up in the

PHIL: too
old to
bee
Roller

-gk

8
,J

f

street. "

'

Although a lot of his
songs carry images of
violence, the Irish rebel
has a tender, romantic
side.

"Yeah, I like to write
about love too", he
confirms, "about person-

al love. Other times I Just
feed off inspiration. Ideas
I

get."

Sex

.

Phil says of the latest
single 'The Boys Are
Back In Town': "I think
it's a good single, I can't
disagree with the record
company's choice, but I
personally think it's a ripoff releasing sluff from
the album. OK, it's good
for business and everyone
does it these days but
I

would prefer to go in the
studios and record a
separate single. "
For buffs who went a
bundle on the old Thin
Lizzy, Phil informs me
that there's going lobe an
album released In July
comprising by -gone hits
like 'The Rocker', 'Whiskey In The Jar' and 'The

Little Darl In'.

"I've

i

.

_.o ,

'\

1
,1

é

'

changed a lot
then", Phil reckons.
"I'm much more
experienced, and nowadays Thin Llzzy are a lot
stronger musically."
And more successful
since

Phil in particular is not
only being heralded for
his musical genius
his
physical prowess is

1

1..... ;si.(t;- n

i+

°

-

Z

attracting 'Beautiful

Body' lovers everywhere.
His sleepy voice sounds
positively amused when
he says: "I don't mind the
sex tag at all!"

1

k

5+,

a,,,ka -,eni

JA

'1
.

CATHERINE FERRY with the English version
of the song that won her 2nd place in the

Eurovision Song Contest...
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BAR 42

CATHERINE FERRY
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THE BEST BUBBLE MACHINE

SOUNDS INCREDIBLE.

ISCO

Centre

MISCOUNT
FAL

S.yw Power

Carona
,

MO,..
SArSn Ma.a.
Gomm llama. Memo'
FAL 50 web Cab. .
Cabe

Tmwenw

Cab.

I

.

,

..

[30

.

'

Ownermmw

.

,

(!

Protectors from

[54

"O1 M

.

,

Sontbenk, from

pr

..

eh.......

wens per

p., Sr
Purser 2290 1000 wens oar ea
Psalm. t
1000 plus a.00.ncer
.
F ALRytnaie 790 warm per ell
.

1217

.

emcMMP]0.loap
nr,r

ICE 6

SS Im33 a_ MOO
Pulsate SL Svpe. 790 wets.

.QO
.,(lA

..

FALSrennSupe.
SYaM[.v4rNeNa
FAL 100.n
w

VINEYARD
ABINGDON, OXON
Abingdon 26906

...

...

..

.

.

.

....
..

FAL Decor bow...paY
RIO e,me,fly

Gp'IRlnelce Macla bubble,shine.
Mp. from ..
...

90

Mobile Discos

.. 090

.. IT

'RENTS Wirral based
road shows and groups,

.

[40

show, reasonably priced
(lights). Residencies con.
sldered. 777 4181

.[65

11925

Cp

5496.
-DOUBLE 'R' /Discos
for a

."

EEMVC CRUDO SAUDTIO C OU IPSSRogar
INGPRO
SS Charlbecl St,London,NWB 61N. Tel. 011722 R1!!.

great disco at reasonable
01
952 9433
prices.
(evenings),
STEVE EDDIE rock 'n'
roll and pap roadshow.

-

at eompeddve prices

NEWHAM AUDIO
52 Romford Road
Landon E15
Telephone 01-534 4064

,j,

FIVE

O professional
discotheques anytime,
Dartford
anywhere.
(Kent) 74007.
New
MERO DISCO.

-

ark

SOOTNEAS7EgN

INTERIAINMENTS

0E690548s
HP

all

(Si
CitroMo love Sumo 75/15 c.w.o.
6106 [49
Sound Out Sed..Ill Stare 170/170..
FAL Supw Power Disco 70w
suio m4- [175 [18
[10 fie
Carrboro Twin Deck Incl good mixer
100w twin deckC169 [17
Secondhand Disc
[135 C1.
Fat. Soper Disco lute with any .l.vel.
039 [14
FAL Power Disco lull mu a 70w
H/H 1.15 BL 100w Rau Binlncl cover. COS L11
n07 [11
51/N R5d1.I 100.. high frequency Horn
[le [10
la/142212. 100w Duel Concentric cabs
O
r73
NM Mini Nom 50w Mob cm.over
07 [l0
amp,
suits
all
decks
N/N SLIT Sieve
Ell
.
002
C1d.boro 1[03 1mw Sieve amplifier
0
[lg
.
ICE Steve 100w 4 homes ... .
,

to

ti.
[90

«t

VAT or ONLY
nOe
payments or rN LY Including
L

FREE ÚK

Centres, London,

892693.

Cash HP
[46 Ceeh
A
[69

04 cash

CO Cosh
[49 Cash

(e

lighting,

PSYCHO SOUND, profes01
sional discotheques.
644 9420 ( office) 01 - 688
1010 ( ansaphone)

-

-

- Tel.

o4 0
Opriqunlic eubmalan1150w projector @ Cash

P ly mou tit 63569.

N.Flb
Ha

SOUNDS INCREDIBLE.

®

C..C.
Au. Light 0,011 plug repo
Shunt
4 yn. 'B' microphone with 0110.00 Cash
[17 Cam
Boom Micro Stand.. Chrome or col,
.042 Caen
PAL Deco. Bones. large or eme» I ors
CD Cash
Rhvthmlir.. cheapest Soundlll 0011
00
con boa
Long mul0.00I. 8opIigh1

0

All prices include VAT/Pert Eecheng welcome/
NP from only 11% deposll/B.rclaward Access/
Large selection of mcondhend quipmenl
bargeln pdaae I constant demonstration, / Poi
advice on Oy .50.manl phone Ritchie Franke.
Shop Manager. NOW,

COMM 150 MULTI UR011

DAVE JANSEN.

01

890 4010

Bristol

-.taalst.

ICElectrlcs Ltd.

your local
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CONSOLE SOLD THIS MONTH

with Roger
Squire's attention

Barbara,

phone

-

I

£20

PROFESSIONAL

`......tiii

ROADSHOW

807 0140

SPm,I to
MN ewe

UV

Ig111

Probs.. p,n

yphte. loped

s.,0

r

wheels

tam

swnd

system.. 100..
2We.
stereo tweed by ao aulowgnd
O f. Wm ,l len.urso our own NS

-SOUNDS INCREDIBLE.

1

807 9149.

inlay
In.

807 0119

~We
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w

Book

-

807 9149
SCR NW INCREDIBLE.
807 9149

01

-SOUNDS INCREDIBLE.
-

o

Scone

w,,

In

1Marn..11501 ate

SOUNDS INCREDIBLE.

wedeln

DEEJAY
RECORD
CASE
broil rugged

PHONE JEFF on
.263 4708 ear 1191deyl
OR JA NE

Norncnurc., 41331
rang. only/
la

807 9149.

1i

dock

Tow PA

ONLY

GENEROUS
PART X CHANGE
ALLOWANCES

Sirens
£8

Illy_F1J'

FL,

Highest qual, mag. cans

Add on
Horns

100w cab

'with lock

l

£9.00 + VII (7ly)

'J.' ®9\-

dual

Built-in NAB Jingle mach. Many options £495

£20

8

Roger Squire/ Di/Co Centre/ OPEN
Junction Rd N19

Tel 01-272 74 74

Manager Nigel Morris

pm

Export enquiries to London

TUE-SAT: CLOSED MONS

BRISTOL
125 Church Rd Redfield
Tel 0272-550 550

LONDON

money

MANCHESTER
2571Deansgate.3
Tel 061 -831 7676

FI

i

£22.50
FPPtaOa
S

220
P ges

95p

Solar

projectors~ £49

r

"'

r

5E040[5a Pa4ui oca.. or Chap..* made y,.bi.

af
L £59 2rOtatOra)
(rnc

250'saR
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SCRATCH MANAGEMENT, N7 HIGH STREET, NARUNGTON
HATER. ~DOUSE 71
Pnon.01 /9s Im

bong with you

\me

BIDET

VOUCHER
^yrLacc
tit t
I4d

ca.«pku
ra

NN

Manager John Hart

Manager Paul Newton

'TOP SO' AMERICAN JINGLE CASSETTE usually £9.50
MEMBERS'. BENEFITS INCLUDE:FREE TAPE
sent by return of post for each appl.Cation. * Yearly
SCRATCH catalogue.
Mad order American impart
singles service. * Monthly SCRATCH newsiener
containing:- Hints 6 Tips for your roads'how, Group
and record IM ormaoon, etc., etc, etc. a Membership
card,
Regular disco [aentaled pre-release Singles.
e
Discounts on disco equipment for members a 25%
d.scounl on all SCRATCH Jingle Tapes
DJ
information and advisory service. * SCRATCH stickers
for car and equipment
all this for yaur annual
membership fee of ONLY £6.25

Bubble Fountain

...
Tutor

ALL PRICES VAT EXTRA 8%

Late night all branches Weds

save

nee:

SCRATCH DISC JOCKEY CLUB

305. Sound Iltes

PLUS MANY 2nd HAND BARGAINS

FLOWBOXES ROPELIGHTS Big Range

IT

FIRST IN

D.J. PARTICIPATION

ALSO AVAILABLE wheels from E3.
protectors from 120. jingles. fog
machines, strobes, miners, UV, DJ
Courses and Disco Insurance.

£42

nor,
MAS

ROSKO

concentric

-

FREI to off immediate members of the

1414,AKG,

60w
cab

WI POST FREEI

3

\# Q

1...a

FAL, Sound Out, DJ Electronics,
Shore, Optic, Mode and Pulsar.

£90

Ps.Ioae

BUT

STEVE ALLEN ENTERTAINMENTt
Long Cau..wey Chsfnben. Peterborough
PEI IYO 1.0 107311699

ills -174W

WE-ARE AGENTS FOR Chronic, SAL,-

Bin

176

gear

+ EI.00

lre"uyr nr,

TO CHOOSE FROM
Including deck, amp. mic. speakers, leads from £165-£800

Bass

£25

on your old

ONLY £148

100w

From

defy

Ieplharcloth with mono
carry Fondle, metal feet
and Corner protectors.
A must for all Oeelev. and
record collectors.

.
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20 COMPLETE DISCO SYSTEMS

£75

£40

dt-.,yam
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L.I

awltch«

£98

hoary
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«Instruction

O

Squire stereo Roadshow 200

Squire-Citronic Hawaii

IL

one

147

Detachable lid

ton..
P

(35

retards

-

deck

£162
1376

..... 1349
E469

service depts.
More discos,more lighting,more bargains, Disco showrooms
one
stop disco shop!
-the
Squire's
Roger
Manchester,
in
London,Bristol,and
now open
1

114
117
127
116
138

(163
[270

Stereo
Chronic Hawaii
Chronic Kansas
Soundout Series III ... .
Discosound Supervoa
10% Deposit - Generous

722

lonivñogci sqVIfQJ GIVES YOUwithAIITHIs...
Fuu lltes

Drip

1137

Eel

8111,

'_ __-_. _.__,-_.

budget`

Cash
Fel Super
Fal Super Power

Tele-

01

WITH EVERY

FREE PROJECTOR

success

getdng jingles.

music

2 Lauver Pddtscornbe Rd Croydon
Tel 680 3544

Holds up to T/0

DISCO 70

Albert Road, ALDERSHOT, Hants
0252 28514

807

t%afodporemu

,

el 136.72 pits
or horn

pip

SENSATIONAL, new Ong.
les from the ROGER
SQUIRE STUDIOS, tailor
- made jingles featuring
your disco name, jingles,
specials created to order
and now brand new JOCK
113s, jingle your way to

607 1149.

-

831

061

75P

DJ Jingles

- 9149.
SOUNDS INCREDIBLE.
-SOUNDS INCREDIBLE.
-SOUNDS
807 9149.
INCREDIBLE.

hied* in Engiand by *Campo' Lighting the Comm.
150 Multi Pr0.ecror is probably the ben mid -range
..ari d. 'Toe a e ndsrd effect
projector in
supplied with the machine h the famous 6' I19uld
which develops a lesclneting Imeoe of
seething
'sal bubble.. The Comp. 150 mires wheels or
and e.., be a mpllmentek be use oI
twin
ho
r
.11. NOW
ro

0272 650560.

Manchester

Coats from

ICE

7676.

SOUNDS INCREDIBLE.

PROJECTOR

272

01

KAI

-

STONESOUNDS.

A

-

7474.

ROADSHOW. Prefes
sional sound system,
sound to light and

1

ONL^f0Á Inc

from around C180. Many
Al
other bargains.
ways available from
Roger Squires Disco

-

TILE WADO

e

HAND disco systems

From 130. -015993580.

Mersin BI.1112' Mirror Be n erslgk7
Martin BIal. Fop m.kln0 machine .
211. UBn Viola Tub. KIN. complete
175w Black Light' VV Bulb.
Comp. 3 channel Soundllm unit 3000r.
Camp.4 Channel Lighting sequencer.
Opriquentic. Soler 2m 01 projector

THE

BARGAINS, SECOND

strobes, projectors, fuzz
lights, UV's etc. jingles.
backed by two prof. DJs
plus, if required. "The
Blonde Bombshell" outown lovely leggy dancer.

18 RUSHEY GREEN, CATFORD, LONDON SE6

Ce.b

Disco Equipment

-

01 690 6216.

sequence

pISCOLANp

-

051 336 2401

COMPLETE
DISCO UNITS

DJ

elling dlacotheque, high
quality 1- channel stereo,
captiva ling light show,
Peter.
large cóllection.
779 5643, evenings.

PILOT ENTERTAIN

dos

..

All Prices 816 VAT Send for our FREE 40 page catalogue
ALL ORDERS TREATED WITH UTMOST URGENCY

squire Studio./

807 9149

SILVER STAR DISCO
offers o professional

.
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807 9149
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HOT STUFF FROM
THE STONES

IVew SOYA

Ferry will fill
the floor
Td's

BRYAN FERRY:

soul slowte, full of
bittersweet beauty,

Together' (Island
The most
positive newle of the
Huck

a

I

r

DOROTHY MOORE:
'Misty Blue' (Cbntempo

8207).

month. Bry's rousing

C'S

of the Wilbert
Harrison , tanned Heat
classic boogie Is a 'get it
on' gas that will fill the
floor!
SANDY NELSON: 'let

revival

There Be

94111).

'91

solid rocking
rhythm and hitbound
stomper is

again.

MAXINE NIGHT-

INGALE: 'Think I Want
To Possess You' (UA UP

Enthusiastic if
unexceptional bouncy
hustler, totally over:
981'0).

I

shadowed by the sparser
and more percussive 'One
Last Ride flip, which is
much, much better and
should be checked.
8AND OF THE BLACK
NATal: '1 Viva Espana' (Spark SRL 1144). Brassy (but of course!)

really useful Instrumental treatment,
fullof MoR jollity.
HANK MIZELL: 'Jungle
Rock' LP (Charly CRL
5000). Including the
followup single, 'Kangand

I

aroo Rock'. and
other good Rock - A

,

such

-

Billy

hoppers as 'Flatfoot
Sam', 'Rak in' and 'Serapin", 'Ready Freddy' and
Sweetie Pie', this actually delivers the goods quite
creditably.
RANBARRA: 'Shack Up'
(UA UP 313113). Effective
ly basic soul stomper_ a
US disco smash and
already popular here, this
&

another 'Makes You
Blind', but this Gutter
Band flip's an authentic
convolutedly funky in-

strumental even so.
ASTOR & THE POTEN
TIALS: 'Glue Me What I

here

CHS 2074).

other white funksters like
Roxy Music, Stretch, Bad
Company and Bowie
when it came out first last
year, this evldenUy works
better .with the real thing
by Sam & Dave. whose
old soul sound It copies.
THIN IJZZY: 'The Boys
Are Buck In Town
(Vertigo 8089169). Fast
skipping rhythm on a
wordy rocker that's now

-

hustler

you
inspired by the
on

-

Yellow Pages slogan,
that's currently huge in
New York.
JACKY JAMES: 'Moving

a

WALKER: 'I'm So
Glad' (Tamla Motown

seml-slow swayer, an old

-

big strings

r

HOTLINE: 'Sugar
Boogie' (MCA 244).

Brightly hustling in-

strumental rhythm

pounder, much Upped by
funky lolk.

EARTH, WIND & FIRE:
'Reasons' (CBS 4240).
CatehUy lurching falsetto

.

..

1,--.,-I

.r;s.

ki

I

3
4

6
e
7

9

9

10
10

one's Rocking My Dream
boat' (Island WIP 8.901).

2
3

cooly-tooty, singalaag swi-

i
1
lnstrum en tal
-

G

BAND: funky

slowle, fine for fans.

WINSTON GR00%Y:
'Laugh And Grow Fat'

(Trojan TR 7984). Cheerful pop-reggae, with
hustling hi -hats and
Chuckling chick.
MR- SUPERBAD& THE
MIGHTY SUPER POWER BAND: 'Mr. Super
bad' (Contempo CS 2045).
'Sunglasses Fred' grunts
and growls over hustling
brass

BOB & MARCIA:revived, gifted and black.

'Get

Off

Your

Aaahhl And Dance'

(Dash 5022). Titled after
a less delicately named
chain of US discos, this

squeakily hustling

fast

instrumental - with voices is fairly typical
and currently popular.

T

T

-

.

FATBACK BAND:

'Party Time' (Polydor) Is
predictably the week's

tsvuTip
Pride Roadshow,
'DIRTY HARRY' Park (Geordie
ago about bow he made his

Wallsend) told us sometime
local personalities as
own 'cat -ups', incorporating
the Idea further and
characters. He's now taken from telly. It means
characters
features ads and
waiting (or some Inane
watching the boa all night
Green, Jimmy Hill, etc. to
comment from Hughle
are the start of 'Star Trek'
record on tape. His laves
Waltoos', winch produced
and the ends of 'The'Night
Johnboy', 'Night
useful dialogue as run that mouthorgan d D your
'Jason..4h'm gonna I suppose!
l' Fun for some,

add

throat

FOXY:

DJW'-'

/.

4

bouncy beat.

BREAKERS
COMBINE HARVESTER, Wurzel. (EMI)
THE YAM, Sound 9418 (UK)
MELODY, Rolling Sones (Rolling Stones LP)

I

initial Ink Spots feel
gradually builds up into a
An

Time' (ABC 4120). The

i

rhythms, and the faster
title track, which Chas a
more straightforward

LET'S STICK TOGETHER, Bryan Ferry (Island)
MY RESISTANCE IS LOW, Robin Saratedt
(fleece)
THE CONTINENTAL, Maureen McGovern (20th
Century)
LADBROKF. GROOVE, Sugarcane Band
(Alpine)
MORE, MORE, MORE Andrea True Connection
(Buddah)
BARKING UP THE WRONG TREE, Don Woody
(MCA)
SAVE YOUR KISSES FOR ME, Brotherhood Of
Man (Pye)
LOVE HANGOVER, Diane Ross (Tamla Motown
LP)
SHAKE, IT DOWN, Mud (Private Sock)
STREET DANCE, J. A. L. N. Band (Magnet)
THE, FLASHER, Mlrtura(Route)

2

'.4

AL GREEN: 'Let It
Shine' (London HLU
IIB27). Thumping semi-

perpetually Jiggling

BAND: 'Stretchi' Out In
Boots} 's Rubber Band'
1.1. (Warner Bros BS
2920). Another that's big
In Britain's black clubs,
the 'Slretchin' Out' title
track Is a burbling bass driven bumper featuring
Jlml Hendrix - style talk
singing by a gent named
Casper. Disjointed but
effectively spacey funk.

I

nger. with MoR appeal.
CARL MANN: 'Twilight

v.r

than In America. the two
prime cuts are 'Chance
With You'. sung smoothly
in Ohio Players style over

J

i

PHILLIPS:
'We Got Love (Adult

Britain's funky clubs

around the

BOOTSY'S RUBBER

-

SANDRA

BROTHER TO BROTH.
ER: 'let lour Mind Be
Free' LP (Turbo TU
7015). Possibly bigger in

ports, this is for you.

DAVE & ANSELL
REVIVED 45s this week include
COIJJNS: 'Double Barrel' /'Monkey Spanner' (Maxi
Trojan TRW 3002); BOB & MARCIA: 'Young, Gifted
And Black' / ricd riper' (Maxi Trojan TRM 3001);
THE PIGLETS: 'Johnny Reggae' (UK i34); THE
BRtECKEIt BROTHERS BAND: 'Sneakin' Up Behind
You' (Arista 57); DARYI. HALL & JOAN OATES:
'She's Gone' (Atlantic K 105(f); ROGUE: 'Dedication'
(Epic EPC 4332).

clubs.

old Memphis rocker adds
a happy Country rhythm
to the Platters Classic, for
MoR Crowds.
RICHARD NELSON ORCHESTRA: 'Shark Bite'
(Splash CP 8). Attractively orchestrated lightweight hustler.

breaks towards the end
which are mussing from
the single.

fruity brass. if you're
into Instrumental Im-

,

Version)' (Right On RO
107, via Pye). Gentle
slowle with some of the
bedroom
least
Like A Superstar noises Inhibited
ever on wax!
via
4,
AQ
( Aquarius
'I Wish
President). Original IMPRESSIONS:
In Bed'
French version of a I'd Stayed
'Stor
K
16730).
happy hustler that's now (Curtom
enormous in New York for my Weather' strings and
Germany's Jackie Robin- a ' lusti loveliness per:
mea to this dreamy
son (Pye 7N 25700), whose
Version I said could be big smoocher.
.
MURRAY HEAD: 'Some-

THE

dazzling percussion

Chance To Dance'conUnues the trend with added

I11
1

The good enough

overtaken by the
extremely exciting 'Turn
The Beat Around', which
here leads off the album
In all its unedited 5:35
glory. In keeping with the
lyrics, there are some
been

zapping beat; 'Last

BRYAN FERRY: Newie of the month

JR.

A) Wonderful World'
(Epic EPC 4294). Familiar lyrics will help sell the

1258).

title track has of course

dical piano counterpointing the energetic
rhythm; 'Brothers
Theme' is somewhat
similar but with shimmer -

much Upped.

TMG 1027). Bright intro
to an ultimately empty
hustler.
JOHNNY NASH: '(What

VICKI SUE ROBINSON:
'Never Gonna Let You
Go' LP (RCA APL1

APL1-1187). With four
cuts being played In New
York's discos, this Is the
hottest dance album of the
moment. 'Under The
Skin' is a brassy bouncing
hustler with a touch of the
Atlanta Disco Band about
It; 'Make Lave' Jumps
along with lushly rhapso-

THE FRANKIE MILLER
BAND: 'A Fool In lave'

Want' (KIM KL 818). Otis Redding classic
Atlanta Disco Band -style Malfunction!
Sam
funkily bouncing hun- Cooke classic.
stler with 'Bad Luck' PAUL DAVIDSON: 'I
bass runs.
Need You' (Tropical AID
THE DUPREES: 'Dell- 81). Although It's the
Clsou' (State STAT 22), group America's tune,
Helped by booming bass this sexily rhythmic
beats, this churning reggae slowle is less Pop
harmony hustler sounds than 'Midnight Rider'.
brighter now than It did
HENRY:
back in New York Sound - MILTON
'Gyspy Dub' (Cactus CI'
saturated January.
freaky dub
92).
Mildly
'I'm
THE SUPREMES:
of Curtis
Gonna Let My Heart Do treatment 'Gypsy
WomMayfield's
(Tamla
Welkin'
The
in black
an',
popular.
TMG 1020). Scat
-

PICKS

unedited funky stuff.
much In the Bowie 'Fame'
tradition.
TI IF, BROTHERS: 'Don't
Stop Now' LP (RCA

Mweiewi

when it came out
four months ago!

(Chrysalis

IMPORT

much tipped here by the
funkier DJs, It's 5:21 of

Difficult to fit N with

THE SHADOWS: 'It'll Be
Me Babe' (EMI 2481).
Pop pick of the week
(thank you David), the
chunky slow rhythms and
wailing falsetto singing
are totally' unexpected
and nicely funky.
THE METERS: 'Fire On
The Bayou' (Reprise K
14405) Uncompromis
anglY
funky' 'jiggly
rhythm stuff, máde for
discos.
G. BAND: 'Tuna Blecult'
(Bell 1481). Not quite

Motown
intro to a grow

could be big.

BOBBY THOMAS

Walker Dotty's

US smash soul slowle la
drenched In the blues.

Drano' (UA UP

Sandy's

2087)- Reminiscent of

Gloria

ROLLING STONES: 'Hot
Stuff' (Roiling Stones RS
19304). Yup, in the States,
this great album track Is
the handy - to - carry flip
of 'Fool To Cry'. Already
showing up In the New
York disco charts and

biggest new'le, Upped by
John DeSede (Reverberation Discos, Maidstone). Doug Forbes
(Clouds. Warwick), Ken
Davis (Sound Machine,
Welwyn), Colin Chalmers -Stevens (Bridge
Country Club, Canterbury), Lea Spalne (Tlmepiece. Liverpool), Mark
Rymann (South Wales
Clubs), Tom Russell

IKlrklntllloch).

Jon Tay.

for (Crockery. Norwich)
now
phew! .

he's charted, BILLY
PAUL: 'Let's Make A

Baby' (Phila

Int)

Is

-

picking 'em up too
adding on several of the
above, _plus BW Pursueº
(Shades Discos, Bolton),
Dave 'Jingle King' Porter
(Oscars. Liverpool), Co.Iln
McLean (Aces Club,

Hamilton), Fred Stevenson (Strand, Glasgow)
the latter two Scots

join Jeff Thomas (Pen-

thouse, Swansea) for
HAROLD MELVIN &
THE BLUENOTES: 'Telk
The World How I Feel

About Cite' (Phlia

In.)

seemingly short-

lived with throe who have
already Upped her, TINA

CHARLES: 'Love

Me

Like A Lover' (CBS) still
adds on

more Converts,

al
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BRYAN FERRY: Let's
Stick Together' (Island

Nita

W1P 6307)
El moustachlo

attacks
Wilbert Harrison's classic
with harmonica drive
turning it into a rumbler
with synched in vocals
Can't get Canned Heat
Duna my mind.
THE CHANTER SISTERS: 'Sideshow' (Polydor 2058 720
Hypnotic intro leads to
the most powerful white
voice you've gone down
on in recent years.

SINGALONGAROD

STEWART: 'Tonight's The Night'
ROD

(Rive 31.
Simple, relaxed slowie
with laid - back defiant
killer chorus. A couple

it's the

spins and

singalonga long aspect
that'll make it a numero
uno. The flip is satisfying
Rock 'n' Roll love.

ADAM

(BATMAN)

WEST:

'Batman

Robin' (Target TGT

Unforgettable urgent

And

chorus makes for out and
out catchy class pop
THE REAL THING:'y0U
To Me Are Everything'

111)

When you hear the squeal
of the Batmobile . . .
quite) This vignette about
Batman and the Tickler

(Pye 7N íE7091

has enough novelty

Home - based yankee sounding Essex - backing
group come up with some
perfect mainline soul that
has a similar catchy flow
to Johnny Bristol
C R A E:
G WE N M

appeal to zap splatt. and
kboom the airwaves.
LJ JOHNSON: Dancing On The Edge Of A

Dream' (Mercury 6007

I

101)

'Cradle Of Love'

Aren't we all Double last
northern soul shuffle back
beat must push it into the

(President PT 452)
All slowed up deep soul

Intro changes into

.41

recognisable TK shuffler

without the solidhy of a
KC production or heavy
hook line. Should rock

q
Y,

her baby just

over the

line.

._ a%ii
I

ROD STEWART: laid back defiant killer Chorus
breakers but the run - of - S T R I N G
D R V E N
the - mill type song, will THING: Cruel To Fool'
limit it to only 8 minor (Charisma CB 286)

(BATMAN)

WEST

Pleasant

one.
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A quick re - release for
this goodie from Janis
How on earth it wasn't a
hit last year is a mystery
Easy- flowing truth- teller
for screwed up teenagers. Let's pull togeth-
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Free
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Another change of style
for the Glitter mob
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CAPTAIN AND TENÑILLE: Shop Around'
V1 EtM AM S 72331
The Miracles' first hit a

MUM.

million years ago

recognisable

r

Again' (Arleta
The

a

heavy headed post -

Jethro Tull soundalike
complete with quavering
vocals and speedy key
change organ and guitar.

rock

Wop

is

an

interminable disease

STAIRSTEPS: Pasado'
(Dark Horse AMS 5507)
Relaxed Summer bubbler
oozes sophistication

through the same

channels as Stevie
Wonder. Much too
advanced (or as they used
to say 'good') for the
charts.

EARTH, WIND AND
FIRE: Aeasons' (CBS
4240)
Toned - down twinkler
gets the MOR Stylistics

/

Smokey approach which
really isn't them. Beau-

tiful voice but

a

throwaway song. Whatever album this is on

-

get that
THE PIGLETS: 'Johnny
Reggae' IUK 134)
The Johnny is Jonathan
King, the reggae is comic
and the Piglets are re released Why bother?

THE

Make

FOUNDATIONS:
A Wish' (Riv-

erdale BR 100)
Pop type soul on a weak
song that sugars the
listener.

BILLY
MERSMITH

H

A

M-

AND THE

ROUNDABOUTS:

When I'm Dead And
Gone' (Name NES 011)
Is this ska or
just a
Cambean shuffler on the
old Gallagher and Lyle
toon? White man's beat
might be good in W9 but

don't move anywhere
near Notting Hill boys.
Pleasant song.

(Reprise K 14439)
Out and out country from
It
Gram's old friend.

versions

of

plods, ponders and makes
you wonder why she's so
upset about getting it all
It's a
back together.

most

DOROTHY MOORE:
Misty Blue' (Contem-

memorable

weeole

peak.

po CS 2087)

NIGHTI

Sensational piece of

Want

To Possess You'
(United Artists UP
361201
1

a

more

controlled

performance from Maxie
that's a mile off beam
from her other outings.
America will lap it up
more than us y' see.

7

,
{

t

AND THE
FUNKY 'BOYS: 'Sold
My Rock 'N' Roll (Gave
It For Funky Soul).
(Spark SRL 1139)
Take a riff off 'Shame
Shame Shame' inject

/.

GOODIES: don't know whether they are silly or

not

Hamilton).

INMAN:

JOHN

Tiny

01 Love' (DJM
DJS671)
Arthur Askey gets even

Seed

more camp In this stirring

piece

of

nostalgia

tempoed piece of dismissable vjnyl. The kids'll
love it we're assured but
how many kids live on a
pier?

LIVERPOOL EXPRESS:
'You Are My Love'
(Warners K 16743)
Rippling effective feathery vocals ion wistful tune
that breaks Into nothing.
Despite heavy phasing
half - way through the
melody isn't really catchy
enough to prevent the
whole becoming just that
bit insipid. Good try
though
BITTER SUITE: White
Lady' (Bus Stop BUS
1041)

/

Murray
Callender write
nondescript song chasing
that Paper Lace success.
Too ordinary.

BUCK: Sometime Man' (Jet 776)
FAST

Nice American feel to this
rocked out Steve Stills like song that doesn't
stand a chance of being a
hit which is a shame. It is
good though at times it
gets to be a Doobies
warm up sound.

(Mercury

6078

800)

Typical Steve

Miller

narrative on medium paced gritter. The hand claps and oohs are all
there. and the cops are
after the robbers. It's
been a long time since
' The Joker' but . .

LITTLE

little bouncer that could
feewheel over the line
into the 50.

'Time

BIG MAN:
And Tide'

(Poiydor 2058 733)
Attractive stocatto logger
that doesn't jog anywhere
try as hard as it does. Bet
it's great live

then gets the groove on.
It probably stays on for
the other side as well. It's
got its fair share of grits.

AVERAGE WHITE
BAND: 'Everybody's

STEVE MILLER:

Darling' (Atlantic
10778)

times

if at
histnonic vocals on a
medium - paced non funker from the crossfire
AWB's. Even the blacks
couldn't get away with

Laconic

this

Like

A

Round

Int.

P

MAXINE NIGHTINGALE

-

Man
PLUTO: 'I
Bitter' (Cactus CT 91)

Easy straightforward
chug chug without the
humour or appeal he had
before. Reggae like this is
everywhere but as it's the

INSTANT FUNK:
1'

great Pluto and nót
Mickey'it might
ONE HUNDRED TON
AND A FEATHER: tt
Only Takes A Minute'

float

Butterfly,

(Philadelphia

IR 4291)

But sting like a flea .
Apart from boogie down
chorus the rest contains
embarrassing rap about
.

.

Neverworld pugilists.
theless it's a dancer and
could be lucky. Flip
contains Round 2.

THE

r

BAND

(Private Stock

PVT 631
Sounds like pretty weak
kids on this mainstream
pop song which falls to
get' the right hook in at

all.

Well

IUK 135)
J. King on a disco fiddle
(violin) makes pandering
but appealing rich floating
attempt at more money
with Lambert and Potter
song. Trouble is he could
make it

THE TONICS: 'All
Summer Long' (Magnet M AG 671
Adrian Baker produced
version of the Beach Boys
1964 hit Those copy cat
high harmonies are there
and the whole thing has a
delirious carefree fantasy
feel of T-shirts and bushy
blonde hair -dos.

medium -paced
gritter

produced

arrogance isn't-as good ¡s
the real thing.
OF

THE

BLACK WATCH: BOBBY THOMAS Er
'S.S.T.T. (Super - THE HOTUNE: Sugar
Sonic Tartan Tonic)'
(Spark SRL 1144)
Bagpipe jig complete with
disciplined br ass is OK but
the flip is Y Viva Espana.

Boogie' (MCA

2441

Be careful of when

the
vocals break. But that's
the only rush on what Is a

boogie,

party disco

shaker that manages to

incorporate harmonies.
Honest guy.

Naively worded disco
dustbin starts with a riff
from Bowie's 'Stay' and

K

\

Dig that

36113)

Miller takes
the money
STEVE MILLER BAND:
Take The Money And

Infectious

Kids'

PLUTO: straightforward chug -chug

BANBARRA: 'Shack
Up' (United Artists UP

album

Run'

good time soul and you
get the disco pick of the
week (thank you James

7

slowed - up atmospheric
soul that's gone massive
in the States. One to tear
at your secret parts and
make you hang on In
there Only Gladys can
get away with it in this
country but best of luck
anyway.

BARRY BLUE: Tough

i

LINDA

DJ 11

It's

'Together Again'

Andy Williams stays on
safe ground with an
overly pleasant platter
that has a build up
singalong chorus as it's

MAXINE

URIAH HEEP: 'One Way
Or Another' (Bronze BRO

K 13514)

EMMYLOU HARRIS:

561

INGALE: Think

please

PFM: 'Chocolate
Kings' (Manticore

Back to mono for one of
the original toe - tappers
that's always been an
ideal filler for radio. It's a
generous maybe.

Slappy funk offering with

same
patriotic non - distinction
from a gaggle who don't
know whether they are
silly or not Move - along
dancer. Move along there

Heavier than heavy Heep
with cracked up on the
edge vocals from Byron
attempt to drill their way
into the charts. Unfortunately not enough idiot
dancers buy singles.

young

UP

38114)

Infuriatingly catchy.

1111

of the

More

(United Artists

hardly

ERIC CARMEN: 'Never
Gonna Fall In Love

L

BRAD 7612)

SANDY NELSON: tat
There Be Drums'

as this
hardened up ditty. Jangly
piano enhances the
liberated lyric but it's still
a tres ordinaire phooey.

Bóiincing
back with a
baddie
THE GOODIES:
'Bounce' (Bradley's

Is

r

22
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NATALIE COLE: I/Is

in perfect/9
today s mus/Cy

iYIth

1

room. Ben E King, is still
In fine form. He grabs

the
scruff of the neck on the
slow, down - tempo
things and also proves
he's still the undefeated
King of soul shuffle on the
This
faster numbers.
album proves he still
wears the crown
Jan Iles

sentimentality by

sr

-

DRUID: Fluid Druid'

k

-

ter

up

Bartender'

Platinum 9109303)

(All

Very creamy, smoothie
singing from the inimitable Mr, Benton who
cruises at a comfortable
pace through 'Can t Take
My Eyes Off You' and
other nifty morsels. He
grooves about on con-

temporary material,

though even with the help
of the Rimshots rhythm
section not much of the
arrangements pack any
killer punches, instead
they just hit below the
belt now and again, Not a
knockout
Jan Iles

STEELY DAN: 'The
Royal Scam' (Anchor
ABCL 5161)

Steely Dan have made it
in the way Poco should
have dona After all, their
music is similar. 'Dont't
Take Me Alive' is one of
the best tracks, on a par
with the material from
'Pretzel Logic' which I
think was their peak.
Frankly, although this is a
good album, it doesn't
make it to the strength of
their first two. Their
songs are all close to each

other and Donald Fagin
approaches them all in
the same way. ICs as it
he takes the backing line
and brings it up to the
front, so he's singing
harmony all the time. It
gives him a style no- one
else has. Not to mention

expect

THIJS VAN LEER: 'O
My Love' (Philips 6303

When you consider this

143)
Is this the shape of Thils

to come? It's certainly

a

radical departure from
either his two classically
orientated solo sets or any
of his work with Focus.
It's not really a one-man
show either, since his wife
a

major part

vocalist co-writer and
most of all as an
as

inspiration for this work of
love. Paul Buckmaster is
the third man as
producer, arranger, con-

ductor,

writer

and

musician The tracks fit
into two distinct categories, the simplistic,
joyful songs and the
slightly more complex

instrumental work-outs,
once again untypical Ven
Leer. One of the main
works is the three-piece
'Peacemaker' suite, featuring some attractive

BRYAN FERRY
ALL NEWS, INFORMATION
8 PHOTOS

on MR. FERRY
Available EXCLUSIVELY from

ROXY MUSIC CLUB
PETER IEAY
9

piano-playing from the
flying Dutchman This is
an album which perhaps it
is as well to hear first
rather than buy on name
value alone, since it might
not be quite what you

staccato arrange merits of horns and
guitar. It stands out, but
not far enough
Rosalind Russell

the

Roselle plays

SUNBURY ROAD, WALLESEY
MERSEYSIDE

Membership 75p

Had A

-

-

BROOK BENTON:'Mix-

I

-

both in the arrangements and the way her voice soars
through them. There's a good mixture of songs;
ballads, a bit of funk, some jazz
just about
everything. The one track I wasn't too happy with was
'Can We Get Together Again', which is almost a note for - note copy of 'This Will Be'. But apart from that,
tracks to listen for include
'Mr Melody' and 'Good
Morning Heartache'. Her
first album was very well
received
this one
should move her a rung or

with the more immediate
demands of today's
music.
Sue Byrom

2g, 1976

Love IAtlnatic K50264).
Opens with the title track
a smooth R b B sensation
with the legend peaking in
the first two minutes. The
impact doesn't sag for a
second and everthing
whether slow and sensual
b
or fast and frisky
tantamount to a hotter
the
within
trip
skelter
comforts of our own front

NATALIE COLE: 'Natalie' ÍCapitol E -ST 11517)
'Sophisticated lady', Natalie s latest single and also on
the album, seems to be a pretty good title for the lady
herself. If any influence comes through it's jazz

the ladder by
showing her as a talent
that will be around for
many years to come, as
well as feting in perfectly

DISC, MAY

BEN E. KING:

Natalie
takes a
step up

two

Er

David Brown

ALBION

COUNTRY

BAND: 'Battle Of The
Field' (Island HELP 25)

band

went

through

almost three complete
changes of lineup in their
18 -month spell (,1972-731,
it's not too difflcul(to see
what went wrong This is
a
collection of songs,
tunes and bell-jangling
Morris dance music by

the third and final
grouping of musicians
from the folk clubs and
the old Fairport/ Steeleye
school, The problems
facing folk
rock groups
are immense. But what
groups like this do
achieve is to open the

/

gate

of

claustrophobic British folk
field to a wider audience.
For that Albion be
praised.
David Brown

RAY THOMAS: 'Hopes,
Wishes And Dreams'
(Threshold THS17)

First

was Justin
Hayward andJohn Lodge
it

branching out and doing
theirdwn album, now it's
the Moody's bassist turn
to go solo. The result is a
quasi -mystical set of
stanzas (written by Ray
and Nicky Thómas) some
of which are overtly
reminiscent of the of
team, while others have a
different twang. Hopes
wishes and dreams is the
package's theme which
Ray explores, questions,
exploits and ultimately
conquers. If the album
fails it isn't because the
compositions are weak or
the musicianship is below
par (quite the contrary)
it's just that the whole
production job is often

spoiled by its
complexity.

LER: '2n -d Street'
(Atlantic R50267)

This second album could
have so easily have been
their last, since .it is the
last recording to feature
the guitar work of Paul
Kossoff.
Kossoff was,
judging by both albums,
the leading light in the
band and It was brave of
them to continue after his
death, and of Geoff
Whitahorn to take his

place,

a

far from

comfortable position to
be in. Throughout the set
his guitar is reaching high,

complimented by his
keyboard companion

or

'Stop Doing What You're
Doing' or the soulful
climber 'Some Kind Of
Happy', to restore the
power. It manages to
become more of a lost
guitar king than just a
reminder. David Brown

LORRAINE ELLISON:
'The Best Of Lorraine
Ellison' (Warner Bros

and
think they're
wrong Her style is,much
more blues orientated and
that's why she may not
have had the success she
deserves. Let's face h,
blues is hardly an
expanding market these
days. Discrepancy number two: the sleeve notes
commiserates with the
audience; saying that she
has become Inextricably
tied to her one hit' single
'Stay With Me'
but
then they bill it on the
I

-

-

front

of the sleeve
(presumably to sell the

record).

You

can't

Gibbons:this year's
great white hope
STEVE GIBBONS BAND: 'Any Road Up' (Polydor

Rosalind Russell

K

562301

The record company
labels Lorraine 'Phil-

,
2383 381)

An assuring first statement from the Black Country five
piece, signed to Roger Daltrey's label, and not one to
be overlooked. Gibbons seems best at somefane(ful
story telling such as on 'Johnny Cool' with its
atmospheric guitar riffs, but upsets the scales with
some well travelled phrasing on matenal like 'Rollin
and 'Take Me Home'. He tries his hand at social
comment on doing things the way nature intended on
`Natural Thing' which leads nicely into the warning
'Speed Kills'. It's a mixture of good and not so good,
fresh ideas and the obvious, but it is a debut album and
as such remarkably encouraging for the future, so don't
be to shocked if they end up as one of'the great white
hopes of the year.
David Brown
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Jan lies

adelphiá s Queen Of Soul'

mid -tempo

burners, rarely bursting
into flames but building
up a rare Intensity. At
times it can sound too
restrained and then they
slip into a rocker like

condemn and condone in
one movement She has
got an incredible voice,
with smooth tone and
unbeatable strength. Her
failing is that she gives the
same treatment to almost
all of her songs. You can
only use a formula for so
long, as lots of pop bands
will have learnt

John 'Rabbit' Bundrick.
Most of the numbers are

often /Goldhawke

the

slow

BACK STREET CRAW-

STEVE GIBBONS BAND' assuring debut

1

TONY CHRISTIE 'I'm
Not In 'Lcive' (MCA
MCF 2755)
Tony Christie's new
album is exactly what you
expect it to be. The usual
mix of well known hits
from 1975 plus new tracks
written mostly by Geoff
Stephens, Christie's new
producer. The production
is basic but good
and
here lies the problem with
an artist such as Tony
Christie. His voice sounds
just like it did when he
had a hit with' Las Vegas'
back in 1969. If he was
willing to experiment a
yple and vary his'material
and style he could reach a
whole new market On
the other hand, what he

-

does, he does well. His
versions of 'Like Sister
And Brother' and 'The
Way We Were' are as
good as any I've heard
On the debit side the

album includes a terrible
version of il'm Not In
Love' and his single from
last year. 'Drive Safely

Dart«.

Adam Cummings

(EMI EMC 3128).
Druid are a competent
enough four-piece band,
but seem to derive too
much from bands such as
Yes for their inspirations,
down
occasionally ri
to the timing and
phrasing. This is a shame
since they obviously have
some good ideas of their
own, but they tend to get
lost in a watery blend of
styles. The vocals and
lyrics aren't very enthusiastic and for the time
-being at least they seem

off on quick
instrumental jaunts like
'EM 145' than on more
complex arrangements
like 'Crusade',
David Brown
better

SOUND 9418: 'Sound
9148' (UK Super UK AL
1021)

Jonathan

King

-rarely

makes mistakes
but
the is one. The numbers
have been tatted up. and
in my opinion, completely
destroyed. Glenn Miller
purists will hate the
arrangement of 'In The
Mood
and detest even
more what he's done to
'American Patrol'. But
it's not all Miller, there's a
few King compositions
here too, but they aren't
any better. The sleeve
notes invite you to "drink
to the first new musical
concept for some time. "
James Last has been
doing it much better for a
long tome.

Rosalind Russell

HARRY CHAPIN:

'Greatest Stories Use'
(Elektra K 62017)

Harry Chapin is one of the
few recording artists who
can write stories and set
therh to music without

losing

any of the
meaning.
Live he is
reputed to be even better
than on record, so he's
put together some of his
greatest hits on a double
album recorded live last
November. The last three
tracks on the album were
recorded in the studio and
the difference is noticeable. Chapin has no
audience to feed off and
the production is too

complicated,

yet his

writing talent never fails
to shine. Chapin can
write stones about real life
and there is no boner
recommend* don.
Adsns Cummings
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'Rose Of
Cimeron' (ABC ABCD
POCO:

MILLIE'S

946)
Poco are the band that's
supposed to break big in

).

the UK this year. If they
come over they probably
will, but I don't see this

AND

FREE

215)

Isn't she
happy! Millie has proved
with her last two outings.
that she's one of the top
singers and she now
contnues the myth. She
oozes experience of the
street - level type whether
she's spitting out the
words of 'Tonight I'll
Shoot The Moon' or
rapping about how to pick
up a man. It's another
exercise in relationships
produced superbly by
Brad Shapiro. The story
is rounded off quite well
Free at last and

songs aren't strong

(Sire 9103 251)
'
I
think this album is

loss.

a

There's

nothing wrong with the
singing that a bit of
feeling wouldn't cure. I
don t mean to be rude to
Dave Edmunds, who
doubtless put a lot of
work into it, but the
treatment of the songs is
just plain boring. They
add nothing to the

Lennon / McCartney
song, 'Misery, and the
first two tracks
uninteresting.

were

Rosalind Russell

IAN MATTHEWS: 'Go
and then you get the last
track 'I'm In Love Again' ' For Broke' (CBS 813161
know
that sooner From the enveloping
and you
or later Millie will be
beginning of the Youngcaught

up

again.

A

winner.

David Hancock

enough to evoke that
great feeling the other
albums have done. The
title track is the strongest,
being nearest the sound
of their previous goodies.
1 suspect this album will

FLAMIN' GROOVIES:
'Shake Some Action'
dead

them

much. In fact their last
couple of albums have
been a bit low key. They
haven't done anything to
touch 'Good Feeling To
Know', a couple of years
ago. They have the same
sound and style, but the

HAPPY
MILLIE JACKSON:
'Free And In Love'
(Palydor Super 2391

helping

album

-

grow
so it's worth
working at.

Rosalind Russell

IDLE AND NEIL
INNES: The Rutland
ERIC

Weekend

(BBC REB 233)
If you laughed at the
sheer idoicy of Eric Idle
and company on Rutland
Weekend Television. then
this album is for you. If
however, the humour just
went above your heads
then save your money for
the next Monty Python
album. Neil Innes's songs
stood up when he wore
his loony garb on the box
but they lust don't on
record. In some cases
they become downright

MILLIE JACKSON: o n another winner
thews is a Sixties boy and
a
good 'un
Rhythms

continue

rather than

complicate and as well as
an excellent 'Brown -Eyed
Girl he gets full treatment
out of the Rascal's

'Groovin.' Essentially a
pastel -edged country -

bloods' 'Darkness, Dark- rock singer Matthews
ness' you know this one's might well be talking of
gonna be A -OK. Mat-- Keith ('Jack') Richard on

'Lonely Hunter'.

Songbook'

Young

Ian isn't a man who's
easily overwhelmed he
can see the beauty in

other people's songs and
he unashamedly translates them and while his

own Compositions are
less familiar they could
eventually have the same
impact We wait!
David Hancock

boring.

The

best

sketches are the ones
which mix verbal spoofs
and music such es 'The
Sang O' The Insurance
Men' featuring Mr
Smhhers of Abbey Life,

'The Fabulous Bingo

Brothers' and Eric Idlé s
superb take- off of 'Come
Dancing'. Despite the
hilarious sleeve notes. the
album is one for die hard
fans only.

Adam Cummings

THE VENTURES: The

Very

Best

Of

The

Ventures' (Sunset SLS
50386)
You don't hear much of
the Ventures now, but
they were a big influence
in the early Sixties
especially their' very first
hit 'Walk Don't Run.
Nearly every latter day
group has played that at
some point in their

-

The Ventures
don't seem likely to break
career.

back into top line fame at
this stage in the game,
but their classics linger
on. Other tracks on the

Alan Freeman, it
compiled by him,
exceptionally well
too. It includes hits
1965 to 1972, all of

and

from
them
gems.
It was a great
pleasure to listen to the
Casuals' 'Jesamine'
one of the very best pop
songs to come out of the
Sixties Likewise Them's
'Here Comes The Night'
and Procol Harum's
'Salty Dog'. There isn't a
duff one here. The idea
behind the album was to
show lessons learnt in pop
from each of these

-

numbers.

While this

might be a heavy handed
concept, or just an excuse
for doing another compilation, it doesn't really

matter,

because

the

music is superb.

Rosalind Russell

THE BYRDS: 'Turn
Turn Turn' (Embassy
EMB 312571.
A mid

-

price re - release

this decade old album
the of -affirms
where folk Surfaris number 'Wipe re
rock was coming from.

include

album

--

Out'
another all time
and'Telstar'. A
classic
lovely album, but
can't
see a big market for it
right now.
I

Rosalind Russell
ALAN FREEM AN: 'Alan
Freeman's First Les-

son' (Decca

SKL-R

5Z291

As a portion of the Byrds
history it's not their best
but it did bring about vast
changes in that area of
music establishing them
as the only new darlings
after the Beach Boys.
Nowadays we can only
wonder what all the fuss
was about but then, ah
then

This isn't an album by

.

David Hancock

GRay Thomas
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The Information here was Dorsett at the time of going to Press.
However, it may be subject to change so we advise you to check
with venues concerned before travelling to a gig. Telephone
numbers are provided where possible.

Thune
May 27

BANGOR,Coachmaó s Inn. Dave Berry.
RAT71, Paellion, Curved Air.
B ARNSLEY, Civic Theatre (6757),

Jasper Carroll

B

IRKENHEAD, New Hamilton Club,
Brother Lees

B IRMINGHAM,

La Dolce Vita (021

6696) Jimmy Helms.
RIP MINGHAM, Nile Out (021

-

-

643

622 2213)

Gene Pitney.
BURY ST EDMUNDS, Corn Exchange

(3937). Jimmy James and the
Vagabonds.
COVENTRY New Theatre (231111,
Elton John/ Murray Head.
COVEN TRY. Treetops, Club, Dubliners.
FARYWORTII, Blighty's, Del Shannon

GLASGOW, Pavilion. (041 - 332 0478),
Dolls.
Goys
HARLOW, Spurrier's Park, Stevenson.

d

RorkeL
LIVERPOOL, Annabelles, Sheer Elegance.
LIVERPOOL. Empire (051 - 709 1555),
Average While Rand/ Kokonsn,
LONDON, Dingwalls, Camden Lock (01 267 4967 ). C la Dry.

LONDON, Earls Court. Warwick Road,
Rolling Stones I Meteors.
LONDON, Marquee, Wardour Street (01437 6603)

Pretty Things.

LONDON, Nashville, North End Road
Col -603 6071), Cafe Society.
LONDON, New Victoria (01 - 834 0671),

Daryl Hall and John Oates.
Kings Arms,
Eder,. are Road, Nashville Teens.
LONDON, Wilehety Club, North End
Crescent. AC/ DC.
LUTON, Caesars (51357), Three
Degrees.
MIDDLETON, Civic Hall, Stevenson's
Rocket.
NEWPORT, Stowaway Club Emperor
Rosko. Roadshow.
NORTHAMPTON, Salon Ballroom, Mar
A Katie Kissed

CAMBRIDGE, Corn Exchange (G8767),
Pretty ThInes.
CIRENCESTER, Agricultural College,
Marmalade.
COVENTRY New Theatre (23111),
Elton John/ Murray !lead.
FARNWORT1,Bhghtvs, DelShannon.
G1.4SGOW Pavilion (0,
- 332 0478),
Guys 'n' bolls.
GUILDFORD University of Surrey
(65131), Mari StreetCraw lee.
IIANI.EY, Victoria 11 all. 11 Idow maker.
Leeds, Town Hall (31301), DarYl 11all
and John Oates.
I.UTON, Caesars (51357), Three
Ile cree s.
LONDON, Hammersmith Odeon. Queen
Caroline Street (01
748 7081),
Gallagher and Lyle.
LONDON, Royal Albert Ilall, Kennington
Gore (01- 589 8212), Ralph 41CTelL
NORM IC I, Pinebank Social Club, Sheer
Elegance
SCARBOROUGH, Penthouse (63204).
Frankir Miller's Pull (louse.
1

71111 EWSBU II

Music

,

Jasper Carroll

II

all

e

i

(52019),

STEVENAGE, gordon Craig Centre,
John Paul George Ringo... &Berl
STOCKTON, Fiesta, Brotherhood of
Man.

TUNBRIDGE wells, assembly Rooms,
Curved Air.
M AT FO R D Baileys (3911481, Lulu.
WIG 4N, Orrrll Rugby Club, Love

Marble.

WITIIERNSEA, Grand Pavilion. Jimmy
James and the Vagabonds.

LONDON, Square Ow,

PORTSMOUTH. Victory Club, Mormalade.

SIIEFFIELD, City Hall (27074).

Sensational Alex Harvey Band.
STEVENAGE, Gordon Craig Theatre,
John Paul George Bingo . . . and

Bert

WAVENDON,

Stables Club,

Georgle

Fame.

M ay

191

BANGOR, coachman Inn. Dave Berry.
BIRMINGHAM, Nile Out (021 622 2233),

May29
B ANGOR

Re rey.

er

BIRMINGHAM, Barbarellas (021 613
9-113), Back Streetfran Orr.
BIRMINGHAM, La Douce Vila (021 643
66961.JImmy Helms.
B IRMINGHAM, Odeon (021 643 6101),
Average White Band / Kokomo.
BRADFORD, The University (37135),
Steve Gibbons Rand.
B RIGHTON. Dome, Gallagher A Lyle.
B RISTOL, Bamboo Club, Diversions.
BRISTOL, Granary Club, Welsh Back
(203671.5 tray.

BRISTOL, Mayfair Suite, Emperor
Rosko Roadshow.
BRISTOL. Granary Club. Welsh Back
128267 ), S tray.
CATTE RICK, Wcthervdle Hotel, Love
Machine.
COLCHESTER, University of Essex
(41111),Claoty.
FISIIGUARD, Frenchmans Motel
(3579),M armaladeGLASC,OW, Queen Margaret Union (041
3398855), Supercharge/ Deaf SchooL

Ger Pilaey.
BOURNEMOUTH, Village Disco,
S W pps.
BRAINTREE. Technical College, Judus

HAVER FORD WEST, Quay Club,

BURTON ON TRENT, 76 Club. Noel
Redding Rawl.

LUTON, Caesars (51357), Three
Deere".
MAIDE NIIEAD,Skindles, Curved .Air.
MANCHESTER The University, Frank -

Priest

ea.nisph.

(Ulster), Coachman Inn, Dave

Al

Matthews.
LIVERPOOL, The Empire (051 - 709
1776), S treetw alters.
I.ONDON, City of London University,

Straps.

le Miller's Full House.
NOTTINGHAM, the Boat Club, (869032),

7

1

Sassafras.

OXFORD The Polytechnic (61998), Jack
The Lad.

SOUTHAMPTON, Gaumont (22001),
Elton John) Moray Head.
SOUTHEND, Kursaal (66276), Judas
Priest.
ST ALBANS, City Hall, Gallagher A
L71. -

STEVENAGE, Gordon Craig Theatre,

John Paul George

Ringo...

6

Bert

STOCKTON, Fiesta, Brotherhood

of

Mao.

STROUD, Leisure Centre (6771), Mae &
Katie Klssoon.
UXBRIDGE Brunel University (37188),
Noel Redding.
WATFOR D, Barleys (39848), La lu.

JOHN MILES: Manchester Palace Theatre on Tuesday
HARROW, Tithe Farm House, Frmkle
Miller'. Full House.
LONDON, Empire Ballroom Leicester
Square, Mae and Ralle Khios.

LONDON, Tottenham Royal, Sheer
Ele pore.
LONDON, Victoria Palace, (01 - 834
1317), Baek SlreetCrawler.
TAUNTON Odeon, (2283), Elton Jobo I
Murray head.
WOLVERHA MPTON, Civic Hall, Gallag-

herandLyle.

S(

ALVIN LEE: and friends Budgie.
Fairport Magna Carta David
Bromberg, Crossbreed, and
Micky Jupp Band can be seen at
Southend's football ground on
Bank Holiday Monday.

.

I

.

1

.

1

May 30
BATLE Y. Variety Club, (Batley 175228),

Chuck Berry.
BOURNEMOUTH, Manson Royale. Guys
'a' Dolls.
CROYDON. Greyhound. Park Lane,

Pretty Things.
GLASGOW, Apollo. (041 132 6055), John
M11ea.

HAVERFORD WEST, Quay Club,
Dlverslons.

NEWCASTLE, City Hall (20007), John

Mlka.

NOTTINGHAM. Theatre Royal (42328),
John Paul, George Ringo.. & Bert
PAIGNTON, Festival Theatre (58641),
Chuck Berry.
SOUTHEND, Football Ground, Alvin Lee

Fairport? Bud[k I David Bromberg
Carta r Mickey Joao Band I
Crossbreed.
SUTTON IN ASHFIELD, Golden
Dlamond,Stoney Street, (2690), Snafu.
I

/ Magna

I.1_I..
May 31

DONCASTER, Outlook Club,

Gibbon Bad.

Steve

Tupa

Jane
BRISTOL, Colston Hall (291768),
1

LONDON Charlton football ground, Who
I Little Feat? SensaUoaal Alen Harvey
Band I Outlaws I Streetwalkers.

TORQUAY Town Hall Al Matthews.
YEOVIL Johnson Hall (72884), Alberto
Y los

Trios Paranoias.

Average While Band/ Kokomo
BRISTOL. Hippodrome, (299444), Rhos
John1 Murray Head.
CLEF THORPES, Bunny's Club, Three
Degrees.
FAR MAYOR TH, Blighty s' Frenk le Lalne.
MANCHESTER, Palace Theatre, (061
2360181),John Mlles.
NOTTINGHAM, Theatre Royal, John
Paul, George Ringo and... Berl
PORTSMOUTH, Guildhall, (24335), Alex
Harvey Band.
SHEFFIELD, Fiesta, (70101). New
Seekers.

SOUTHEND, Talk of The South,
Marmalade.
STOKE ON TRENT, 1o11ces Club,

(317492),Chuck Berry.
TORQUAY, 400 Ballroom, Alberto y

Trios Paranoias.

log
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THE GOLDEN age of Rock 'n'
Roll Is vividly brought to life In
Ken Lee's rock musical 'Leave
Him To Heaven'. Until now the
play has only been seen In the
provinces, but after It's popular
run at Watford Palace (Record
Mirror April 17), It deservedly
gets a West End airing at the
New London Theatre, Drury
Lane, from .i one 2.
The star behind the star in the
play Is actor / singer Brian
Protheroe. He plays the part of
Conway Tearle who rises to rock
superstardom.
"It went well at Watford in the
intimate atmosphere of the
theatre," says Brian. "The

STONES

SATISFY OK
/

Earls
THE ROLLING) STONES
Court, London.
STILL THE most exciting rock band
in the world, the Stones deliver In
spectacular fashion.
A huge dragon suspended from the
relhng dominates the 17,000 capacity
audience as the lotus petal stage opens
and there's our boy hanging on to the
Up of one segment and squirming.
The run down -is the same as they
showcased In Frankfurt except for the
addition of 'Sympathy For The Devil'
as a finale with an assortment of
carnival characters (Clowns, apea,
ballet dancers you name it.) dancing
round the stage.

Jagger's vision of a rock 'n' roll
grand scale. The lighting
is simply the best combinl'ng subtle
colour with starkly effective white
light
And the white heal comes In as son y
as you hear the familiar thud o
'Hanky Tonk Women'.
Mick careers round the stage
clocking up lap after lap, pouting,
snarling and wiggling his hips with
arrogance. He -falls flat oh his ass
three times
Keith Richard grind$ away on
guitar occasionally coming up front as
the other half of the Glimmer twins;
Ron Wood is flashing all over the place
at times machine - gunning Jagger
with his guitar.
Billy Preston's dancing, Charlie
Watts is keeping it raw and Bill
Wyman Is standing a little apart from
the rest. They're pumping it out
peaking once again on 'Star' and
'Brown Sugar'.
The grossly inflated phallic symbol,
the confetti, the buckets of water and
the Tartan act all come and go, but
running right through Is the high
energy they have managed to
capture.
Jagger Is the summation of that
energy using the Stones' music to
Create fantasy on fantasy until it
doesn't matter whether he's a parody
of himself or not.
This is great showbiz but the
rebellious band of the Sixties haven't
sold out, they've made things
reepec table.
The cheers as Mick pours the water
over himself are proof enough that the
Stones never left the people.
Now they are In command they give
the most stunning rock show doing the
rounds at the moment and it would be
awful u they stopped or even if they
made us wait another three years to
see them.
Stones satisfy OK.
DAVID HANCOCK

a

rare treat

JEFF BECK BAND / ALVIN LEE
BAND / KRAAN: The Roundhouse,
London.
THE RUMOUR was going round that
the legendary Mr Beck was to put In
an appearance at Chalk Farm on
Sunday. By that afternoon the
whisper had become a shout and it
was no surprise when the Jeff Beck
Band was announced.
The surprise came with the sound
and what a
they came up with
band: bass, drums, keyboards,
electric violin How does Jeff Beck fit
(silo that? Very well really, he has not
altered so drastically, just changed
his surroundings to give him some
fresh scope.
And If it sounded a bit like
Mahavishnu Orchestra at times It can
have been due to the fact that the man
behind all those keys was Jan
Hammer The combination of forces is

-

a

rare test

T.

r

.

New London is more spacious,

very comfortable, adaptable

and supposedly has the best
acoustics in London, which
should help "
Much of the action Is based
around original rock numbers
there are more than 40 songs
In the show
for- example the

-

show Is on a

Beck gives

I

MICK JAGGER; his vision of Rock
'n Roll is on a grand scale
The concert also marked the return
of Alvin Lee after, a lengthy
adjournment. During that time he
hasn't forgotten a single trick, but
then he hasn't exactly learnt a lot
either.
He's still going up and down those
frets at great speed, spitting out riffs
and licks and rocking loud. That's
what the hair shaken wanted to hear
and that is what they got.
German band Kraan gave an expert
demonstration of how you could be
exciting and subtle and still rock.
Their set lived up to all expectations
from their excellent live double
album.
They are very tight as a unit, but
have plenty of room for Individual
expression through wandering solos
which cleverly come back to the main

theme.
It was a great night for. guitarists,
and Peter Wolbrandt made his mark,
as did their remarkable bassist

Hellmut Hauler.
Perhaps the crowd couldn't make
out the song titles, but they understood
the music.

DAVID BROWN
'LVERAGE WHITE BAND Palace
Theatre MANCHESTER.
AN OUTSTANDING performance by
Average White Band was given to
Manchester's Palace Theatre on their
first ever British tour. The all
familiar Chords of 'Cut The Cake'
opened the show and cut more than a
little piece of applause from the
audience. This was followed by two
tracks from the album 'Cut The Cake'
'Schoolboy Crush' and 'If I Ever
Lase This Heaven. '
For the first time the'band played
their new single 'Everybody's
Darling.' A fairly heavy number,
enjoyable but did not quite reach the
high standard of their previous hits.
Then a track from their new album
reverted to the almost unique flavour
Average White Band give to their
music. Their obvious enjoyment as
they sang of tender loving care
'TLC reached the audience and
created an electric atmosphere which
grew as the concert continued.

-

-

Definitely the mont exciting number
their rendering of 'Heard It

was

-

Through The G rapevine'
the encore
to a standing ovation which lasted
eleven minutes. The crowd left their
seats, were invited to'tsinga long with
Hamish" as he turned the microphone
towards them This almost slight
touch of humour completed the feeling
of sheer delight throughout the
concert hall
Support band Kokomo proved to be
a pretty fine act varied In their
material and they Certainly helped
Create the magnetic "band /
audience" involvement
HON PERRY.

Ste

-

i

motorbike crash from Twinkle's BRIAN PROTHEROSE: star behind the star
'Terry' and the car smash from
'Tell Laura I Love Her'.
"We had Teds giving us little
Ups," Brian said. "One pointed
out that the shoulders on my
jacket were oo wide. Al
rehearsals we had another
showing us some authentic dance steps.
"The play got a big
following from the Teddy Rock 'n' Roll "I used to always written music too
Boys and the last night
use a lot of grease and
his most successful
was unbelleable at comb my hair the way it Is record to date being the
Watford, they were In the show," he smiles. single 'Pinball'. "I was in
dancing and singing "And was always looking a rock group when I was
in shop windows to see 15, doing Cliff Richard
away.'
Their appreciation how It looked.
songs."
probably stems from the
"When I had to comb It
fact that the show like that for the show, It
compliments the era went just how it used to
rather than merely be, after ail this timer
sending it up.
He appeared in Ken
"Looking back at those
Lee's first musical at days, the Teds era seems
Lincoln and played the more innocent now than
part of a Teddy Boy In at the time, when It was
made out to he all
too, which was the
"Ken's essential differviolence," he says.
ence Is that he Is not
creating situations, lyrics
The songs from the
or dialogue." explains
show raise a few laughs,
Brian. "He takes songs,
for
example Mark Dindialogue from films,
ning's 'Teen Angel' with
paper cuttings etc and
'I'll never kiss your
it's
turns them into a collage.
lips again, they buried
"The show gives people
you today' type lyrics, but
see
now
what
a chance to
like the cameo characters
the style of dress, looks
who sing them are based
and so on was like then.
on the truth.
He has shown people
popular cultures in all his
An album of some of the
shows.
songs from the show Is "He has been criticised
being
released, and Brian
because he doesn't give a
is currently finishing off
point of view, but that is Lown
album. Was he
his
left up to the audience.
worried that people might
They might say 'Didn't
get
his
Conway Tearle
things
we do some daft
character mixed up with
then' or 'Weren't the
the real him' laughing,
songs stupid' or what- prototype for his current
he replies: "I hope they
role.
ever."
don't."
Brian has been an actor
Brian Is 32 and is no
DAVID BROWN
has
but
10
years,
stranger to the world of for

Heaven comes to

the West End
-

Teds

Daft

t,

i

dim
THAT'S ENTERTAINMENT PART 2 (U).
Empire, Leicester Square

now. general release to
fallow.

SEQUELS TO popular
films don't always work
out, but there is such a
wealth of classic cuts In
the MGM vaults that they
obviously had little
trouble compiling 'That's
Entertainment, Part 2'.

Its presentation la
to the first show,
lots of clips from
similar

musicals, funnies and
even the occasional
serious one. In the
previous film, the link
pieces were weak and in

an attempt to better this

No biz like

showbiz
Part Two

-

they now have Gene Kelly
and Fred Astaire Introducing the egment
with it? Despites a ethe
glittering stars It is thse
songs that are really
memorable, such as
'Smoke Gets In Your
Eyes', 'Steppin' Out With
My Baby', and 'Now You
Has Jazz'.
Then there are those
amazing dance routines
from Gene Kelly and Cyd

Charlsse's 'Broadway
WU-

Rhythm' to Esther
llam's crazy 'Water Ski
Ballet'.
side
On

the

comedy

THE BAY CITY

ROLLERS
LATEST SINGLE
"ROCK & ROLL

LOVELETTER"
PREVIOUSLY
ONLY

AVAILABLE IN
AMERICA - NOW

AVAILABLE
THROUGH ALL

VIRGIN
RECORDS
STORES

there are sldesputterº
from the likes of the Marx
Brothers, Laurel and
Hardy, Jimmy Durante.
All brief but to the point.

One superb sequence
shows Young Blue Eyes,
Frank Sinatra, In his
heyday to concert with
hordes of screaming fans

their bobby sox. In
times to come perhaps
they will look back at
clips from say Stardust
and feel the same awe.
In

while

we

Inform our

grandchildren: "That

was entertainment'.
The film runs over two
hours and you begun to
think it will never end

And while they

doubtesaly have much
more golden oldie material tucked away, It would
be best it they now left R
there.

DAVID BROW N

EXL1
BRANCHES IN
1
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Nash -yule
comes to

WHO
PUT THE
BOOT IN

i

Houston

Full report from

IT'S
that
New
ton,

Charlton

NOT every day

y

one flies from
York to HousTexas, just to

have lunch with

someone. "It's a
shame you have to

DOLLY
PARTON

i

jump back on a
plane so fast," said
Johnny Nash welcoming us from the
airport You could

have come back to
the house and gone

Queen of Nashville

horse riding. I
wanted to show you
the garden, my

tomato plants and
the rest of Hous-

BILLY
PAUL.

ton."

Instead, we settle
for a lunch of fresh
shrimp salads and

super -size ham

burgers and look out
over Houston, sunspacious.
Nash is eager to

-Daddy of

hear what he's

missing in Britain.
Since buying his
five -acre home here,
he's stayed out of
the midst of the
music business and
its pressures. He
looks as content as
he did when 'Tears
On My Pillow' was
Number One. But in
addition, he also
looks enviably relaxed.

them all

OUR

KID

-the

Reggae

Rising Sons

In America this year,
Island Records is going
to break Bob
Marley and the Wailers,
and as a result. reggae In
a big way. It's no secret
that the Jamaican style of
music has gone overlooked and underrated.
Nash Is one of a small
handful whose reggae
influence has even touched upon this land, where
everything is larger and
brighter than life. why
Isn't reggae catching on
in America?

all out

MUD
COLOUR

POSTER

noN'r. MISS
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1

1
1
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me

realise."

condone the rastafarlan
faith. An awful lot of
angry women could do a
lot to put a damper an

reggae's American progress.

"Now that's the differ-

between Bob and

ence

me," stated Nash. "To
me politics and music are
like oil and water. They
don't mix very well.
That's why I haven't
really dealt with IL

"If

you

gave

me

1

RECORD.

America and become the
next big thing here. But I
don't really .mow. I can't
be too confident about it's

I

also

wondered

If

emotion's would run high

once American women
understood Rastafarian

ism,

and it's

a

choice between being
political or musical, I'd
take the music without

hesitation.

Music

Is

a

universal language. If

people like your music
they like It an its own

merits. "
Where reggae Is making strides in America it
would seem obvious that
Nash will reap some
plaudits, After all, he's
been making the music
for a considerable amount
of time. If reggae eateries
on in a big way, it will
reflect on Nash. Marley's
acceptance will reinforce
Nash's foresight

"It's

a

realisation," he

"After that, I went m a
for release. The fact that
the single was a Brltlsh promotional tour. And
Number One had no effect now I'm working on
getting a TV show to be
on Its American fate. It
admitted. "I don't know was a flop This opened broadcast out of Houston.
'The movie I made In
up yet another discussion
how helpful It is.
Sweden about a hundred
Nobody's offered to make an transatlantic differyears ago . . , no about
ences and influences,
me a millionaire because
"A lot of people were two years ago, Is being
of my foresight," he
aware I had a British tested for release. It's
laughed. "Certainly it's
Number One, but it didn't called 'Love Is Not A
helping morale wise. It
help the song here. I'm Game." It'll be intermakes me feel hopeful
not sure how the two esting to see the reaction
and shows that 1 was
I
can
If
right all along.
Countries view each to that. I'm set to do some
other's charts or rate the guest appearances on
help the music along,
will
the
music
But
music In them. Britain is American TV and then go
fine.
help itself. I think the undoubtedly the stepping. out on tour. I've been
stone far all of Europe. If asked to play in South
beat Is the key. And with
reggae, the beat Is a
you do well there it Africa, and other parts of
that continent,.
strong shot. "
encompasses three AmerAs for Nash's recording
icas in terms of record
"Again, it's not down to
activities, they are sales. Brltaln's influence politics, but whether or
temporarily In mid air In In rock over the last I5 not I can get a good sound
Britain he has released a
has been system. And by next year
'Tears On My Pillow'
enormous.
I hope to be back in
album as well as a
Nash was last In Britain
Britain Right now, I'm
'Greatest Hits' collection.
In February and about a taking It easy and
In the States, there Is
month after his return enjoying myself. About
talk of rearranging parts went into the studios In the only newspaper I see
of 'Tears On My Pillow'
the States. Produced by is the Farmer's Almanac"
a

years

he

"that this Is
just my opinion. I would
Ilke to think that reggae
will really catch on in

success

Mac Davis' studio team,
`To me politics Nash
laid 'down about
four tracks. "We were
and music
just fooling around when
someone said what do you
are like oil
think of 'Wonderful
World'. I Bald: 'Let's do
It'.
and water'

fore, to accept some
strains of reggae Is to

began slowly,

1

Name

4

ny, warm and

-

racist

attitudes towards women. The religion 1a an
essential source of inspiration for the music.
To some people, the two
are Inseparable There-

t

o

,Tui

CURE FOR A -HANGOVER?
Is Low" (Robin Sarstrdt) and
"Can't Help Falling In Love" (The Stylistics) are two
records currently in the charts that sound like perfect
ingredient. for a "Love Hangover."
This week, competitors are Invited to submit a Cure
for a "Love Hangover" using song titles from any chart
of any year. Entries should be 2S words or less

'MY RESISTANCE

FIRST PRIZE: Six soul goodies from Phlladelphla
International. AU three of their Phlllybusters albums

plus the latest albums from the O'Jays, Billy Paul and
Harold Melvin And The Bluenotes.
SECOND PRIZE. AU three Phillybuster albums

THIRD PRIZE: The new O'Jays and Harold Melvin
sets, a plus a soul stack for the next 10 runners - up
Entries should be sent to "Love Hangover" Cure, Soul
Mirror, PO Box 195. Landon N7 TBB. All entries should
be In by May 31
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DON'T MISS OUT !

Disco Mirror is now available on
annual subscription only.
For your regular copies of the
disc jockey monthly
complete
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Agfa SFD cassette tape

ta

Lower noise. 10% less background noise
than ordinary low noise tapes.
Improved output and rangc.Gives you
more of the sounds you like.
Reduced distortion. Sounds now sound
clearer.
Better mechanics. Less chance of
jammingandeasier, more accurate winding.
More minutes for your money. 3 more
minutes on each side of the C60 and C90.

horned Venod

Wet. immediately to,
LIBRARY
CATALOGUE

FREE

ro
RENTA CASSETTE
PO
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send 'rip the next 12 editions of DISCO MIRROR
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Donaldson. Disco Mirror, Spotlight House,
Bonwoll Road, London 1477A Telephone 01 60764111
To Alan

of every possible description
bought, sold E exchanged.

Now doesn't that sound
like something to improve
your recordings.
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OLDIES UNLIMITED

,

POST/PACKING to 5 records 10p. Over 5 25p.
OVERSEAS 10p per single. Lp's £1.00.
ALL ORDERS SENT BY RETURN
WE DON'T KEEP YOU WAITING FOR WEEKS

THE CLASSICS
All the singles listed below are ONLY 40p each and are
but a small selection from over 2000 titles feted at
Incredible pdoes SEND S.A.E. FOR LIST.
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Support your
local record shop

OF._

-

r

I

Star Letter wins f,2.50
DEAR MAILMAN,
I write on behalf of all record retailers who are not called
Woolworths, Smiths or Boots. As the aforementioned three have had
the opportunity to blow their own trumpets (without making much
noise), may we blow ours a little by answering the same questions
you put to the 'Big Three' in your recent 'Price War' article.
What down Mock:
We don't just stock the
top 1,000 albums and top
30 singles. We stock well
over 3,000 album cities,

LIFE
DEAR MAIL-

i

MAN,

1.

1.000 casettes, Top 80
singles, over 100 new
releases. over 1,000 soul,
pop and rock standards.
Imports and accessories.

Do we order records?
Much of our business is
We are de righted to take orders for
anything we can.
2.

ordering.
3. Do we

cot prim?

Yes. Every record we
sell is reduced, some by
as much as L1.
4. Do we make returns to
the BMRR chart!
No. We create demand
Utrough the discos and

help break new artists
and so feel we are In a
good position to make
returns. We have offered
to do this but so far, no one's been interested
Every week I see letters

complaining about
service In record shops.
All I ask Is that

everybody compares all
the shops in their area,

decides which Is best and
supports It. Record shops
are going out Of business
and unless the public are
aware of the reason, very
shortly there will only be
places Like Woolworths
left. They don't order

I

records and so effectively
they will dictate what you
buy.
Adrian Rondeau,
Wlckford,
Essex.
and now over to the
twelve men and true (and
all the other Record
Mirror readers) to come

back with
decision

..

a

jury's

.

Very merry

Berry
DEAR MAILMAN,
Further to Mike
Lodge's letter about
Elvis, think this person
has forgotten about
Chuck Berry. He's been
1

in the music business Just
as long, U not longer than

Mr Presley. People may
have forgotten about
Muddy Waters, he really
Influenced Chuck, Elvis
many other stars.

and

Elvis may be King, but
Chuck Is the grand old
man of rock 'n' roll.
Karen Brien,
Blshopbrtggs,
Glasgow.
know you're

We all
secretly a raving
Stewart ran.. .

.1'

I

Rod

Wigan
Rules

John Wilson.,
London
ran give you
the address of

- OK?

Pyromaniacs

All

next...

Marriage
cross-lines
DEAR MAILMAN,

Could you please tell us

if Paul Nicholas and
Harpo are married and

how do we get In touch

with them'

Anonymous..

reading last

weeks' Record Mirror
(May 15) I woyld like to
say there Is no way that
Coventry will take over
from Wigan as Soul City.
Wigan has always been
the heart of soul and
Coventry have never been
anywhere near. Keep the
faith, Wigan.
Mick,
Prestbury,
Cheshire.
this religious fervour's making us hot
under the collar. Onto the

Liz and Cathy,

Hartlepool
If they're married to
each other, you're not the
only person who'll want to
get in touch with them.

to go.

Leconneld,

i

= kA

Happiness is
Paul Nicholas

to meet him would bring
us a lot of happiness.

DEAR MAILMAN
We're two young girls
who are crazy over Paul

address printed.

Nicholas.

We have
sleepless nights thinking
about him. As we are
unable to travel to London
to see him, we would be
pleased if he could
possibly come to Ipswich
and do a concert. Even
better come and see us
personally. We don't get
a lot of fun out of life and

`ar4

Engelbert

Cassidy's crew

Abba

Buster

Stretching it

Child

,

String

KISS: brilliant at Hammersmith

FEEDBACK Is your roluron
so use Ill Every week we'll I.."
answer some of the many questions you send us. Solt you haves
query about tan clubs, groups, records, etc, write to:
a s
FEEDBACK. Record Mirror, PO Box 195, Spotlight House, 1,
llenwcll Road, London, N7 7AX.
SHEER ELEGANCE
Tim Atack (bass guitar Too Short Girl'. An album anyway) 'Stop, Look,
and drums), Graham is due to be released this Listen To Your Heart' and
'You Are Everything'
CAN you please tell me if B ilborough (17), lead summer.
before 'Betcha By Golly
Engelbert Humperdink vocals, and David Cooper
Wow'. As far as albums
has given up making (IS), lead guitar. They
have a debut single out CAN you please tell me go 'Stylistics' was the
records?
Record Mirror Reader called 'River Of Love' on the musicians and their first one and, In their
Engelberl Is still with BUK Records where you instruments played on respective order up to
the Deem label but there can w rite to them at 7 David Cassidy's latest date after that one ale
Is nothing doing at Molyneaux Street, Law' album 'Home Is Where 'Stylistics 2', 'Rock In'
present with regard to a don, WI.
The Heart ls', and also Roll Baby', 'Lot's Put It
new record. Engelbert
does David still have a AU Together', 'From The
has been working In
Mountain', 'Best Of',
fan
fan club?
America for some time.
Lynn Dawson 'Thank You Baby."Your
CAN you please let me
have the addre s of the
Gulsborough Are Beautiful', and
Abbe fan club!
Cleveland 'Fabulous'.
Club
MrsJ. Green
Featured on David's
HAVE the new 'Buster'
Northumberland
'latest
album
are Ricky
got a fan club as I would
Abbe do not have a fan Fataar (drums), Bill
very much like to write to
House, Bryan Garofalo COULD you please give
them: I think they're club.
(bass), Steve Ross, and me the label and
great.
Bruce Johnston (vocal»). catalogue number of
Jenny Long
D avid used to have a fan Stretch's single 'Why Did
Yorks
give 'me any club but this Is now You Do It'. Also what Is
you
CAN
fan
club
'Roster's
Sheer
on
the number of George
information
defunct.
address le PO Box h Elegance
McCrae's single 'Rock
Liverpool. OI.11 LA R.
Fiona Genially
Your Baby' and Is it still
R othwell, Leed s
available'
Sheer Elegance are DID the Stylistics mak.
care
Nannette Philip
Dundee, Scotland
COULD you please print Bev Gordon and Doman. any singles before 'Bet+
some information an a Robinson (burn In Ja- cha By Golly Wow' and
Stretch's mingle is
group called Child. Can maica), and' Herbl have they released any
you please tell me H they Watkins,who comas from albums before 'Stylis- Anchor Records, rata
Barbados. They now live tics'?
logue number ANC
have made any records.
Mr D. C. Howard and Is still available.
M. Welder in England., They have
North Walsham George slcCrae'. 'Rock
Kemptm, Bedford recorded three singles for
Norfolk Your Baby' Ls also still
Child all came from the Pye record label;
The
Stylistics
only availabk and Inc number
Yorkshire and are: 17
Downtown',
'Going
year - old twins Keith and 'Milky Way' a-nd '1.111eis released (in this country Is BOY aM1.

Elegance

Style file

If the organisers will
let us know in plenty of
time (grovel grovel),
we'll tell you.

b

f2
4

Helen Edgley,
N. Humberside

1.

-

,

of time and can arrange

discovered
any talent

Dawn and V. M.,
Ipswich,
Suffolk,

PS We

don't want our

supposed

U

you have

he
to know where

you are.

DEAR MAILMAN,
On vehalf of all David
Essex fans we felt we had
to write and say how

Read about

Court Concert.

I used to be a

viewer

Somewhere In this
great paper (grovel,
regular

of 'Top of the
Pops', but not anymore.
What has happened to it?
The last two programmes
have been painful to
watch I've seen better on
'New Faces', And as for

Ruby Flipper
come
. back Pan's People, all is
forgiven,
Nick,

David

(who is

he

anyway?) wants to be
strung up. It's obvious he
didn't even like David

DEAR MAILMAN,

DEAR MAILMAN,

disgusted we were to read
the report of the Earls

Brown

Reading

Flipper
flapper

him up

Patrick Jordan,
Ennlscorthy,
Co. Wrexfor,,
Wonder If Led lap
started like that ...
.

Then how's

...

I

to see

1

DE NR MAILMAN,

After

went

I

Kiss at Ham.
mersmith,
brilliant.

x

grovel) can you please
print all the Info you have
on the Reading pop
festival for this Summer,
so that we know in plenty

before seeing him.

Four disgusted Essex
But

speaks

fans,
Wimbledon,
London SW19.
David Brown

very highly
pity.

of

you. Such

Sweet loyalty turns sour

Bristol

You

have a very forgiving
nature.

Roll over
Mozart
DEAR MAILMAN,
Nell Gibson was wrong
when he wrote that
Mlnuetto Allegretto was a
part of the Mozart's
Symphony_ Number 40. C

a

Minor. It Is part of
Mozart's Symphony number 41, C Major.

ar

Lillian,

Wembley, Middx.
I don't think I can keep.
up with all this heady

InteUectualtn

..

Talent
spotter

SWEET: fed up and disappointed
DEAR MAILMAN.
I've been meaning to write this letter for some time,
but I've put it off of I've felt I would be letting down the

DEAR MAILMAN,

I would like, U I may, to
give some advice to any
readers who may play the
guitar but feel they're not
getting anywhere. I don't
wish to appear boastfuL
but I hope that my
experience will encour
age others. I was
appearing In a charity

concert recently

s11~.

.

in

a

singing chorus and met
someone who has now
asked me to join his band
I hope this helps others to
keep at It - you'll get

group who mean the world to me. Now I am so fed up
and disappointed in them I had to write, not Just tor my
sake but also the other"Brltksh Sweet fans.
I have been loyal for some years and bought every
record and stuck up for them when they were the matt
target for criticism. I've tried to get to as many
concerts as I could, but the last one was in 1973
I used W think they genuinely cared for their British
fans, but now I realise they were using us as a spring
board to world wide success. They couldn't give a
damn about us. I hope I haven't upset any Sweet fans.
but we have to do something to get them back.
Toni con.

thingfald,

There's still

y 'know.

London Et.
the odd one or two -groups left hrre,

8 DISC um+a
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ROCKSTARS FULL QO-

-

PHOTO'S. With money
back guarantee. Set of 10
different glossy Kodak
prints, 3 %ins x B ins. Only
f2.55 plus lap p&p.

girl to write /
meet Sincere and genuine. All answered
Box No. 717R,

POSTAL FRIENDSHIP

HAVERING

CLUB. The modern way
to get more letters! Meet
more people! Postage
stamp for details In

to:

confidence
OHL

SCOTT for genuine
.1 A4
friends. Introduction op-

QUIET girl, 18
years, seeks boyfriend
the same / any area.

-

-

- 399 1819, 5. 30-6

MENTS. From Manchester. Set of 5 different
glossy 101n» x 8 Ins. Only
(3.45 plus 15p p&p. Bowie
(Dggy), B. C. Rollers,

-

-

-

-

WHITE ENLARGE-

Between 18-23 years.
Ring Swansea 792149.
DAVID 21 wishes to meet
local girl for friendship.
Write
15 Braithwaite
Crescent, Kelgloley,York.
shire,
PETE SEEKS genuine
girlfriend. Sussex area.

FRIENDS. MARRIAGE..
Thousands of members,
England / abroad.
Details, SAE: W.F.E.,
14A Arnhunt Park, N.16.
STEPHEN, 21, seeks
sincere girlfriend. 37

Quo, B. B. Deluxe, Slade,
Cassidy, Purple, Stones,
10ec, Roxy, Faces, Yes,
A. Harvey, T. Rex.
ROCKSTARS BLACK 'N

S111',

ppoolte sex, with sincerity
and thoughtfulness.
Details free, stamps to:
Jane Scott. 3 RM North
Street. Quadrant. Brighton. Sussex. BNI 3GJ.

Mud, Sailor, Slade,
Glitter, Ferry solo. Bolan,

Essex, Who, R. Stewart,
Hunter / Ronson. S. a. e.
for Illustrated catalogue /
Data. Cheque / PO to Ian

-

Photo appreciated.

Box No. 720R.
TWO BOYS 19, Derby

area

19.

11 Woodside
for Lynn and Clegg,
Crescent, Batley, W.

Davina.

30.

881 382.

PENFRIENDS WANTED. international Pen-

-

'Telephone

Yorks WF17 7DZ.

U.S.A.F. FATIGUE

PENFRIENDS WEEK.

LY OOP) contains hundreds of people of all ages

friend Society, Knockong,

Limerick, Eire.

Shirts, spruce green,
heavyweight, long

from here to Alice

PENFRIENDS, FOREIGN and British. PO

-

green long sleeve £4. Both

shirts have two pockets
and US Air Force badge.
State chest size. Military
Mart, 37 Spring Bank.
Hull, Humberside.
BOWIE AT WEMBLEY,

-

4BS.

LONELY?? MAKE genuine new friends now, all
ages. Free details.- Sue

CUDDLY GIRL,

SUPERB COLOUR

17,

PHOTO'S. Also Gary
Glitter's farewell concert,
Essex, Mud, Harley.

wants guy. Write/meet,
5'7"x, All answered.
Carr, 4 Station Bridge, Photo? -Box No. 723R.
Harrogate.
GUY 16 Into Queen, 10cC,
ADVENTURE HOLIDAY Kiss, seeks female pen.
Write Ian
for people, 18 - 35, visiting friends.
France, Spain and Mo. Abugov, 5184 Westbury,
Montreal,
Canada.
H3W
rote°, 16 days, £69.
Mlck Casey Entertain- 2W3. Rock On!
SHY
GUY
seeks
girl
ments and Travel, 29
Somerset or anyLorna Road, Hove, friend
where.
car
18-29
driver.
Sussex (Brighton) 723832
Mr J. R. Moody, The
684619.
LONELY GUY 92 consid- Lodge Rye, Puritan, Nr.
Bridgwater.
Somerset.
erate, seeks sincere girl
for friendship. Lanes /
Cheshire area.
Box
For Sale
Na 714R.

Elton, Roxy, Sailor.

-

100+

-

LONELY? BORED?

My*o.,
Macrib
i, eerd o K.

would you Moo to
Mn.,d, of Ina opposll.

.11

?

f REE

TWO'S

COMPANY(,)

A DMrtt,N.
6.nr OAS 9JL

PO Boa

A w,oDern

from" and

P.eo~W Sono

Court, Framwellgate

read on . .
Co, Led Zeppelin,

713R.

r

Retes and Conditions

w MarMx

Avenue, London N12.
Details. Box No. 719R.
LARGE .SELECTION of

.o. rv.are anoee.r...n

fifty

ex -lop

1957-73

gles. This

11sr

s.a.e. please-

- Box No.

Is
and is

a

specialists Wt
for'
the collector only. Large
722R.

RARE SOUL collectors,

British label singles.

S. a. e. 124 Towcester
Road, Northampton.

RARE ROCK'N'ROLL.

Elvis (HMV). Gold
Laulons.

BADGE COLLECTORS
.

Bad

Urlah
Beep, Yes. Deep Purple,
Stones. ELP, Queen,
Who, Pink Floyd. loco,
Quo, new design Sabbath,
Cockney Rebel. Santana,
Genesis, Roxy, Sparks.
Alice Cooper, Bowie and
Rory Gallagher badges.
Sent by return of post_ 15p
each, plus S.a.e. Hope to
hear from you soon. Love

-

-

-

Chesterfield S42 5NU.
ALL YOUR UNWANTED
45s and LPs bought or
part exchanged for new
records. Large collection
urgently required. Send
records.or lists with SAE:
F. L. Moore (Records)

Ltd, 187A Dunstable
Road, Luton, Bed-

fordshire

- P.
Galsford

Stevens, 77A

Street. Kentish Town.
London. NWS.

PASTBLASTERSI Al-

ways 1,000's for rock,
soul, pop, Tamlal S. a. e.
24 Southwalk, Middleton, Sussex.

-

Thousands of golden
A

'85-78.

must of cdliclors, a

"godsend"

for

-

DJs.

S.a.e.
Diskery, 88/87
Western Road, Hove,
Brighton. Callers welcome.

LP's FROM 20p, 45s from
5p. Large S.a.e. lists.

"Pat",

Larbreck

47

Avenue. Blackpool.

'EX

THIRTY

-TOP

records (1955-78), from
10p, thousands of Dues,
hundreds of titles, bun.
9.a. e.
dreds of stars.

- - 82
Street Liver

for free lists.
Vandyke
pool, L8.

CHART OLDIES, large

S.a.e.
Baxter, 8
Shaftesbury Avenue,
Portswood, South-

ampton.
GOLDEN OLIVES: Sin-

gles. LP's, cassettes at

reduced prices. Large
S.a.e. Time Slip Music,

220

Cleveleys, BlackpooL

Victoria Road, West

ad aisement

PLEASE PUBUSH my .dvemsemena under the head'ng
insertionls) commencing issued dated
_ .....
I
enclose a cheque/postal order fora..
MIRROR b DISC
ALL SMALL ADS MUST BE STRICTLT PRE -PAID

LYRIC WRITER seeks
composer to form partBox No 705R,
nership.

-

(S.a e. ); Robert Noakes,
90 Sneyd Hail Road,
,Bloxwlch, Staffordshire,
LYRICS WANTED by
music publishing house
Il SL Albans Avenue,
London, W4.

-

sale

p.
nooT114
Stan W.I. rte.

eathoScotland,

ROCKFILE ONE

So
was

gently required. Any
reasonable price. Phone 01-994 8778.

INFORMATION,
RECORDS: Ruby
ray, New Seekers.

-nor.
Box

JIMMY JAMES and the
Vagabonds,

send

E1

on e.l,oalof

Sr
Simon

ton oars b

wook

tia

rw

And', n'o n
swnd,.,
004stu,ldlsc
s..a .dp'Moat.. to

WIVIURGTH (Deer CM)
New Bind Street
Larden WI

n

to

Sharron, 124 Kenilworth
Avenue, Hull. Posters,
photos, etc.

Free Radio

Services
2

(June). Out now. Send
I2p. Blank postal order le
RB Newsletter, 8
Skardu Road, London
N W23ER.

-

MV MI

AMIGO.

-

Photograph free.
Sae
Box No 721 R.
FItEE RADIO FOCUS
out now!! All the latest
FR news. IOp + SAE.
49 Weslway,
Lancing.

-

Sussex
NEW 1% INCH CARO-

LINE / MI AMIGO

badges (silhouettes M1
Amigo). Immediate delivery (10p each + SAE)
Living Free Radio. No 2
nag out now! (20p +
SAE) + material / photos

-

/ tapes, etc.
FR/I, PO
Box 416, Birmingham,

BOWIE 00p

PRINTING. Box No.

.a

725R.

Musical Services

a

LYRICS WANTED, An.
chor Music, Knocking,

Limerick. Ireland.
SONGWRITER MAGA.
TINE free from Song-

writers' Association

(RM), New Street, Limer-

ick.

LYRIC

WRITERS re-

qulred by recording
company
Details
S. a. e:

Robert Noakes,

30

Sneyd Hall Road, BloxwIch, Staffordshire.

teaCE U1 E1.70
MEW

pos., ibt

- 10p IMAM

or fREE vent. order

CARDS L POSTERS
(Dept 12)

22 MOOR STREET

BIRMINGHAM

let.m..)

4

Please add Ste pap

B32 2HS.

ndb

Situations Vacant
DJ's NEEDED to work In
Denmark's top disco's.

Very good wages! Roam
and (cod provided. Tours
last three months. DJ's
must be over nineteen.
have extrovert personalities, own car and at
least 1,500 singles.
Write, giving details of
experience to DJ Prawn.
lions, 8 SI James's
Parade, Bath, Avon, Tel:
Bath 22795.

-

rats

..Is twee the cost, made payable to RECORD

First it was the Albert Memorial,
then it was the Royal Albert Hall,

it continued onto Marble Arch,
Eros,_ the National Gallery, the
Houses
of
Parliament,
Westminster
Abbey,
Tower
Bridge, Bank of England, St.
Paul's Cathedral and, Oh my
God ... Buckingham Palace. The
total destruction of London takes
place in this week's SOUNDS.
Who is the man behind all this?

ep

lar.

n.SDhY

RcoemaG

e.sr N.de.w...«e

tDlTrae

Who else?

.,

Ido .a, wont

Team

way" W Nt5

...ow Ma.4
'01.
rot

but the mod alemon,

r__

o. ...TO

Arm

-

'PM.
' IUIo..,

rs..w..

11

no

Address

eorN,

v..M

., P..

dory

MOON

Name

n m e...^aa..ae..a wow
ae enamean
tl.

KEITH

i

r.. wvo,.ue
fax.wa4axx
AY

b ...Mo.

Published by SpoWghs

,Send completed lam lo: Small Ads Deol M'
Tel Nam 507 Sall

L

Watch out,

-

RECORD MIRROR

b DISC

1

Record Mirror & Disc for the best results

Pub/ coons Ltd:, Spotlight Rene. Beawell Road. London.

he could be
in your area

Benwea Rood London N7 7AX

J
N7

7AX and

this week!

-Intl-41 by South Eastern Newspaper.

pa

Led.

,

re-

bonne*

Fan Clubs

76298,

LYRIC WRITERS

aWAVELErCn

Wanted

SOUNDSGOOI), 28 Bur
ecough Street, Ormsklrk.

RADIO BRIEF No

huge lists.

-

with good music sense
Full details and photo
please to Marisco Club,
W oolabome, Near Devon.

Record Shops

SINGLES AND albums.
S. a. e.

quired by recording
Company. Details

able, loins away from 3
mile long surfing beach.

No. 724R.

-

Cephas Avenue, Stepney
Green, London El.

"Live Wire" personality

fa-

to

North, Wingfield,

Ormaklrk

Landon E3 2LH

G

Amer

Vincent 45's.

and Peace
Julie
Williams, 7 Candy Street,

order form

Phone

Accommodation avail-

WRITE YOUR way to
success. Details BCM
Leeber Music, London
WC1V 8XX.

season

bulous welt country.

WANTED 18's and 45's
for cash. Any quantity of
good condition records.
Quick effldent service.
Write to Dave Banks, 223
Willlamthorpe Road

25 Nelson Street,
LP's.
Ryde, IOW.
BRENDA LEE, Petula
Clark, Elvis. Records for
sale. S.a.e. for lists.
Mr Lee Clooney, 50

...

E0Jh0f01/14NI

wort
sir rooms.
=COME
Notate&

in b I w litho
P&P included.

THE

4rytaaa5 RN,QUIPS SIDATr°N51AeCN.T
etCpU15 we Sett MSI MAO NIS f°R 5111L
*m

UP. Li only fora

15

From Dick Wallis, 23
Dulwich Wood Ave.,

SMALLS
M.x,

-

London SE1B.

FIRST EDITIONS. Disc
(58), Beat (57), Scene
(82). Offers. Martin, 2
}Crates Road, CherryhInton, Cambridge.
T. REX SINGLES for
sale, from Swan to
Landon Boys. Also import
albums and cassettes.
S.a.e. for lists. Mr S.
Cook. 16 Lewis Road, Lye,
Stourbrldge, Worm. DY9

PEN PALS

In by

print-

Moor, Durham,

-

Rosemont

16

-

12

BEATLES Book
nos. 1 - 73. Offers to:
Paddy Marilee, 8 Mºfns

M'ick;

oldies available,

CLOSE

-

EEPPELUN. SEVERAL
Double albums. S.a.e.
,

-

RESIDENT for

D.1

summer

B1111O BAGOINS. Saturday Nlghtand She Na'Na

song.

CIIAItT BLASTERS!

GREAT WEMBLEY

I

Records Wonted

sham 6107,

Records For Sale

Who. Wings, Young and

many more. Choree from
proofs without obligation
Sent Sae for speedy
service to: Dick Wallis, 23
Dulwich Wood Avenue,
Landon SEW.
BOWIE POSTERS LIMITED EDITION OF A

-

-

10cc,

Purple, Faces, Pilot,

-

SINCERE GUY. 22, write
/ meet female sentimental
music lover 18.25. Hum
bersider, lasting friendship desired, photo's.
Slan. 37 Dunmow Close,
Hebden Avenue. LonghiIl,
Hull.

/ short

sleeves £4.50. Also dark

Springs. All seeking new
friends like YOU. Send
your name and address
and pay after receiving
five Issues.
The Pen
Society. Dept. RN38,
Chorley, Lanes. PR7

Box 109, Stoke on Trent,
SAE for free details
Hanley Friendship Bu
mail. PO Box 109, Stoke
on Trent ST2 9PX.

hessian bags, printed lo
your design Catalogue:
SAE TO: A. & L
Designs, 41 Benton Road,
Ilford, Essex.

NEW BOWIE REM.
BLF.Y, S. HARLEY,
ELTON d ELF, Bawls
(ZigeY), Bowie (D.
Dogs), CDtterband, Carry Glitter, Queen, Essex,

ter M34 HER.

F.

PEN

28,

-

Postal
Friendship Club, 124 Keys
Avenue. Bristol, BST

/

GUY,

TEE SHIRTS, ties,

LOUR.CONCERT

female friend In
East London or nearby.
Box No. 718R.
FOR FREE list of Pen
Pals send a stamped
addressed envelope to
WORLDWIDE FRIENDSHIP CLUB, 46 Cemetery
Road. Denk ton, Manchesseeks

Miss

Chl dgey, Dept RM,

DATING

SHY LONELY Scot's guy,
26, seeks

Personal

Larkaeld, lfatdstone., Kent. M£Sb

.

,

II

30
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Let's spend the night
t.r'

r'"

the place

a

I

Mr Waits stumbled
I

M

the gin.. .
Then Marlon may have
noticed that angry young

-is

who
maybe

his

he

IfA`

Tr, Q

y't.-s1,.,/

tailor? Or
would have

'I

')

-

'

7

that by the

hour Marlon arrived

F

some of the show business
celebrities had already
left He may have missed

Bryan Ferry still sporting
that moustache. Ah! how
I recall the golden days
with Douglas Fairbanks
Jnr and his parties at the

- and

Spot the superstars at the Stones' party
who IS that chap on the back seat?

groomed, like an advert
for Vidal Sassoon They
make a charming four

Bui somehow

some.

young Marlon noiy not
have been that bothered,
because you feel his

?

vivacious Caroline Ken.
nedy

jigging

en the donee

floor to me n( Mate black
skinned reggae hand..
He may even have seen

Iler Royal Highness

Princess Margaret but he
wouldn't have noticed
Roddy, who ID seems. is
.1111 being kept oat M the
picture.
By ¿he third party
things were getting Wee
more stylish and Marlon,
'ow a little older. was
rubbing knee -raps wit\
real aristocracy 55

showgirl; John Welton as
the good guy; Ahmet
Ertegun as the rich guy
and Patti Smith as the
absentee.

Miss Smith as you
remember is a real star.
She ordered her record
Prince Rupert Low.
company to get her enstein look over Marks
tickets for the concert and Club for the night in a bid
they obliged but when she to mil thrash ht. eons
drove up to a limo and petltnrs.
Tnodle on
saw the place for the
11119

father isn't so committed
to dress sense himself
And then would you
believe it, I had to shield
the young lad's eyes Just
past the counter where
they served such haute
cuisine as shepherd's pie
and petit poll, or sausage
and creamed pomme de
terse, was my old friend
Lucky Lucan well disguised as Van Morrison.

from the Who
another
well known beat combo
John EniwlaUe and Keith
Moon I had drinks with
Mr Moon earlier in the
week and he seemed
hardly vicious enough to
get the stone out of his
olive.
Some scandal papers
will say anything won't
they? I mean all this
about damaging hotels.
Hrw many people do you
know that have been
there when he's done It?
Marlon may well have
seen Aunty Astrid and her
husband Bill Wyman who

-

I do believe

always perfectly

included those two
charming gentlemen

seen the waist of Aunty
Bianca flashing In front of
his eyes, She's such a
pretty young gal and it's

so nice to see her
spending an evening out
with her husband now
and again
even if 11 Is
just round to the pub.

were so deeply Involved
in a tete a (etc with Lulu
and her man friend. His
name stapes ere, but you
know the one
. he's

Now It'sBryanFerry at
the Cockney Pride pub
with a lot of old 45's on a
record player. an Invitation that promised
drinking lilt everything
ran out but a bar that
closed at 3 am, Perhaps
It's this da mned recession
we've gotourselves into
Other people he may
have seen, or indeed, that
may have seen him

1

think It must have been

till

past
dawn ton top orchestra.

eh

fashionable peaked cap

popular star Steven
Harley wearing his red
suit
AGAIN. Really

at the Rolling a1Does
second party alanthehy's
although Marlon may
well have noticed the

shire as the token

divinely

through everything,

111

stir CERTAINLY wasn't

Stone to arrive and Billy
Preston as the last. with
Cha rile Watts as the
briefest; Susan Hamp

Ritz dancing

lhco

Granada th111AI and got in
wl thou t any trouble at a IL

BUT WHERE was 1? Oh
yes, also sans Included
Ron Word as the first

something wrong about
dragging a six year old
along to a party at 3.30 In
the morning, don't you
think?
His tiny little elbows
were brushing alongside
those of such greats as Mr
Thomas Waits, an American gentleman who writes
modern love ba Ilads.

new rs

massproduced Ford

Is this

Mr Keith Richard. Mind
you there must be

Wearing

pulled up In

pan loud me by Christti's a clever move
really, this way he'll be
ahle to CORN. back with a
n ew hack in g gr nu p and so
he LA "WI be autoisrred by
the O. Rand.

.

"THEY DON'T know

what's going on do they?"
said little Marlon with a
contebted grin breaking
across his face. "No
darling. of course they
don't, that's why they're
here," I explained
Such's sweet little boy,
Marlon, and just as
perceptive as his father

1971

site ordered the
lie'. already being party
chauffeur to
courted le nuík0s 'return' Mick Jagger, bydrive or.
the way,
be
in
should
and he

-

0

ONE PERSON young
Marlon didn't see was
Gary Glitter who is still
playing at the retired
star. But it won't leaf, of
course, those sort of
publicity stunts rarely

da

Tev,n't

OHH,

Highness

.

é

you got

stiong grip, your

.

r'r

o

°á

et

oh

17.11

GEMIN I

(MAY 2.1 TO JUNE 21)
TODAY YOU sat]. SO ON A JOURNEY,
IeoµLLY DYER WPET. YOU Y4L
LNODArTE AM OSJese AAADA OP

woof

WIT« A HANDLE, PIOSASLV

A DOOR. Iaaa DING a 1MIN PIECE Or
Wins µ15R1.5 or. 511E END,
YOU WILL most YOUR NAND UP AND
DOWN IN ORDea TO CLEAN SteLºAL
SRALL.WMITE OBJECTS. PRMAALV LOUR

~TLC

T(ETN YOU WILL IUAN A NP/011 OR
wSM A SUTTON AN SOME HIND OF
PROGAN.Y A
IC,
INAYAJATELY

Wert
Tat

RAWO. You LNG.
ºEGRET Soon ACTION'

era

TILE RESULT. PºOWLY
sin)
TONY SLACNSiOs SNOW. IT IS

LIKELY TROT you WILL EAT
}ODAV, P»OSAOI.V P000.

~ND

SAGITTARIUS
Nev. /1 r0 OtC 11)
IFITM

A55Ir6 nACV61, SAT1Aar.
5Aou55 JUPITER AND
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